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COMMENT

Around the world, 2003 started with a Bang. World
leaders were juggling their positions based on the
short-term gains of a war against the long-term

view of the ‘people of the world’ – the majority of whom
neither want a war nor see the justification for a war (at the
time of this writing). Sadly, we were to learn that this same
short-term view is most likely one of the major factors why
seven brilliant men and women where lost as they re-
entered earth’s atmosphere on Columbia. 

Politicians are always ready to turn on a faucet of rhet-
oric, but consider this: Why is it that decisions such
as going to war can be made quickly economically

and expediently over the priority to reform the National
Health Service in the UK or Medicare in the USA, or sup-
port the ambitions of a ‘brave new world’ via the efforts of
NASA with adequate funding?

Short-term thinking!

In the USA and across Europe, factories in every indus-
trial sector are closing down. The economical strength
of the world’s greatest nations is being undermined by

the short-term view of exploiting inexpensive labor in the
Far East, Central America, and Central Europe against the
long-term view of supporting the infrastructural wealth of
the USA & Europe as a whole. 

In a world devoid of any country possessing true lead-
ership, it seems that short-term glory is all, and the
long-term view without merit  

Nations and individuals are caught in an Oxygen
Tent Of Fear. Stifling the long-term view.
Cocooned in the bubble of short-term objectives.

Trapped in ‘Fear of Speaking Up.’ Lacking any courage of
conviction. Stepping aside meekly while the political lem-
mings continue their suicidal leap into oblivion. 

In my humble view there is only one nation with the
Right Stuff to be counted and sadly it stands alone. At
every level of Israeli society, citizens stand together for

good and for the protection of Israel and her people. Yet
they are continually polemicized by the world press.

Our major feature in this issue of The Business of
Film – In The International Film Finance Game
Are you a Jigsaw or Monopoly Player? - is an in-

depth Guide to available Sources for Film Finance in some
20 countries worldwide. 

It is a subject covered many times in the press, but
rarely with the necessary needed insight and objectivi-
ty

The film industry is notorious for taking the short-
term view, leaving the long-term view obliterated by
a bubble of short-term objectives. Over the last

many years, the resources of finance covered in this feature
were considered the poor cousin to "traditional cash."  

In 2003 the countries and structures themselves have all
become more ‘worldly wise.’ In reality for countries
worldwide, the short-term view is a quick fix to eco-

nomic problems and a veneer over the long-term problems.
Headlines proclaiming ‘9-billion dollars were spent in
country X’ are a heady aphrodisiacal concealing the dilem-
ma that 3-million residents of county X are unemployed. 

Regardless of the above, in actuality, the resources
mentioned in our article  are sources of money to be
mined. Success requires the right expertise and

dogged discipline, but this new mother lode is a lifeline for
the film industry and producers worldwide. More impor-
tantly, it’s a constant cash stream that flows almost regard-
less of a country’s political and economic structure.  Often
viewed as a desirable ‘promotion for tourism’ tool, it is –
most importantly – always available in one form or anoth-
er.

In the 80s and 90s, the available film finance sources
were plundered and pillaged. In the wake of Sept 11th
and in the midst of the worldwide recession that we are

currently experiencing, there is production money to be
furrowed from these countries. The hope is that individu-
als, caught in the Oxygen Tent of Fear where only they can
breathe, will not sacrifice short-term thinking for the
industry’s long-term gain. 

Caught In An Oxygen Tent Of Fear
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Patrice Chereau 
To Head 

Cannes 2003 Jury

PRODUCT PROFILE AFM 2003
Wesley Snipes Nine Lives – AVAILABLE FROM NU IMAGE

The Cannes International Festival has

announced that Patrice Chéreau will be the

Jury President at the event in May 14th –

25th 2003. Mr. Chéreau succeeds last year's

president, David Lynch.  Chereau’s forays

into filmmaking has revealed the meticulous

and concentrated elegance of his directing

style, highlighting a distinguished career. His

films include After Flesh of the Orchid (la

Chair de l'orchidée), The Wounded Man

(1983) (l'Homme blessé), and Hôtel de

France (1987), followed by Queen Margot

(la Reine Margot) (1994) and Those Who

Love Me Can Take The Train (Ceux qui

m'aiment prendront le train) (1998), all of

which were in the Cannes Film Festival's

official selection. In Cannes 1994 Queen

Margot took home two prizes, one of which

was the Jury Prize.

Chéreau  is renown for having trained a new

generation of French actors at the Amandiers

de Nanterre; he is also a highly regarded

international theatre and opera director,

Intimacy (Intimité), his latest film was shot

in London and based on a story by the writer

Hanif Kureishi. Intimacy received the Berlin

Golden Bear and the 2001 Louis-Delluc

Award for the Best French Film.

Seven-time Academy Award nominee Peter
O'Toole has been chosen to receive an Honorary
Award by the Board of Governors of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
"O'Toole's performances have ignited the screen
for more than four decades," said Academy
President Frank Pierson.  "He has appeared in
some of the most unforgettable roles in the histo-
ry of the medium.  He's seven times been nomi-
nated as Best Actor, which puts him in extremely
rarified air for a performer.  The Board of
Governors felt it was time for him to hold his
own Oscar in his hands." Born in Ireland,
O'Toole made his stage debut at 17 before attend-
ing the Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts.  His
first film role was a bit part in the 1959 film The
Savage Innocents; he played First Trooper.
Within three years, though, he was tapped for the
role of T. E. Lawrence in David Lean's desert

epic, the role that made him an international star.
O'Toole was nominated in the lead actor catego-
ry for Lawrence of Arabia (1962), Becket
(1964), The Lion in Winter (1968), Goodbye,
Mr. Chips (1969), The Ruling Class (1972),
The Stunt Man (1980) and My Favorite Year
(1982). O'Toole has appeared in some 50 films,
including Lord Jim, The Night of the Generals,
and Man of La Mancha. Honorary Awards are
given by the Academy for "exceptional distinc-
tion in the making of motion pictures or for out-
standing service to the Academy."  Previous
recipients include include Charles Chaplin
(twice), D. W. Griffith, Bob Hope (twice), Gene
Kelly, Jean Renoir, Alex North, Federico Fellini,
Chuck Jones and Sidney Poitier. The citation will
read:  "Peter O'Toole - whose remarkable talents
have provided cinema history with some of its
most memorable characters."

Peter O’Toole 
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Leonard Joins Myriad

In a structural reorganization follow-
ing the recent changes affecting
Myriad Pictures, the company has
engaged Maxine Leonard to oversee
the company's communication strate-
gy in all areas, as well as to handle
the international marketing and pub-
licity campaigns for the company's
growing production and acquisitions.
Commenting on Leonard's recent
appointment D'Amico said, "We
have worked very well with Maxine
over the years and have seen how she
has successfully handled not only our
activity but also that of her other
clients at Denmead.  We feel very
lucky to have her on board and know
that she will embrace the challenge
of her new role with her characteris-
tic charm and enthusiasm." 
Reporting directly to Kirk D'Amico,
Myriad's president, Leonard is based
in the company's Los Angeles head-
quarters.  "Having worked with the
team at Myriad for the last few years,
I have seen them go from strength to
strength to become one of the leading
production and distribution compa-
nies in the business today," said
L e o n a r d .

"I couldn't be happier to join them at
this exciting time and look  forward
to extending my experience still 
further with this new 
challenge that promises 
to be a golden development opportu-
nity." In her role as executive vice-
president, Leonard will be responsi-
ble for the unit and release marketing
and publicity for Imagining
Argentina starring Antonio
Banderas and Emma Thompson, co-
produced with Arenas Entertainment,
the Ray Romano film Eulogy, and
Bill Condon's bio-pic Kinsey with
Liam Neeson. Leonard joined
Denmead    Marketing in1995. Since
1999, she held the post of senior
vice-president.  Leonard began her
career in international corporate
finance in London after graduating in
Law (Hons) from Nottingham
University, England. Prior to her
move to the U.S., she was director of
development at the Globe Theatre
London where her role involved
fundraising, special events and media
relations.

PRODUCT PROFILE AFM 2003
The Rom  – AVAILABLE FROM CJ ENTERTAINMENT

Promark Entertainment Group has
unveiled three new  Clubhouse
Detectives films available for pre-
sales to AFM 2003 international
buyers.  The first film is sched-
uled to begin production in
March. At MIPCOM 2002, the
company introduced three new
90-minute Clubhouse Detectives
films comprised of Scavenger
Hunt, In Search of A Lost
Princess and Big Trouble. The
Promark Family Collection now
includes a total of seven
Clubhouse Detective films.  "This
film property has always been
well-received everywhere by
young fans and parents," 
said Jon Kramer, president of

Promark Entertainment. "We are
excited to go into production on
these new films, which promise to
deliver new adventures for kids to
enjoy. "Promark Entertainment
Group is a U.S./U.K.-based pro-
duction/sales outfit. The company
created Zenpix, a joint venture to
acquire films with completion
funds needs.  Historically, they
have been successful in the action
feature film genre, with budgets
ranging from $5 to $10 million,
the company has expanded its
product line over the past five
years to include light entertain-
ment specials, sci-fi and family
features.

IFM Premieres 
The Turner Affair

IFM World Releasing Inc., the
distribution associate of IFM
Film Associates Inc., the
American/Australian interna-
tional film and TV sales compa-
ny headed by co-founders
Antony I. Ginnane and Ann
Lyons, have available for distri-
bution to international buyers a
new mystery thriller called The
Turner Affair which premieres
at AFM. Geoff Cox makes his
directorial debut from a screen-
play by Cox and Sonia L.
Armstrong.  A film noir mix of

Body Heat and The Postman

Always Rings Twice, The

Turner Affair is set against the

exotic backdrop of a world

acclaimed jazz ballet academy.

Filmed in Queensland, Australia,

the film stars upcoming talent

including Rachel Blakely, David

Paterson and David Orth. IFM

holds the rights worldwide and

have available more than 80 TV

and theatrical films on its AFM

slate.

Maxine LeonardKirk D’Amico

Three New Clubhouse
Films On Promark

Production Schedule
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THE BUSINESS CHART FINANCIAL UPDATE
Monitor

TRACKING THE FLUCTUATION OF THE US DOLLAR AGAINST KEY CURRENCIES
Taking a base of $10,000, the figures below show the average rate for each of the currencies against the US dollar
during each of the years listed, the value of the currency on 23 October 2002 and the percentage change in rate
since The Business of Film update on 23 September 2002. The graphic chart shows US$ to Euro. Source: Thomson Financial

Datastream

1982
1990
2001
6 Feb 2002
1 April 2002

23 Sep 2002

23 Oct 2002

% Update

5,732
5,711
6,919
7,082
6,942

6,449

6,462

0.21%

2,489,000
1,494,000
1,113,200
1,335,750
1,334,600

1,237,750

1,241,600

0.31%

9,920
12,090
18,310
19,679
15,645

18,450

18,075

-2.03%

Pound
Sterling

Japanese
Yen

Australian
Dollar

23 Sep 2002

23 Oct 2002

% Update

122,065

123,220

0.95%

43,380

43,605

0.52%

48,390

48,325

-0.13%

S. Korea
Won

Thai
Baht

Indian
Rupee

7,5523

7,6127

0.80%

1,489

1,503

0.93%

9,2214

9,3885

1.81%

Danish
Krone

Swiss
Franc

Swedish
Krona

750,800

735,850

-1.99%

10,360

10,007

-3.41%

3,550

3,877

9.21%

Chilean
Peso

Mexican
Peso

Brazilian
Real

24/10/02

DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT

0.84

0.86

0.88

0.90

0.92

0.94

0.96

0.98

1.00

1.02

US $ TO EURO SYNTHETIC (FTSE) - EXCHANGE RATE

HIGH 1.01 19/7/02, LOW 0.86 31/1/02, LAST 0.98 23/10/02 Source: Thomson Financial Datastream

31/1/03

D J F M A M J J A S O N D J

0.85

0.90

0.95

1.00

1.05

1.10

US $ TO EURO SYNTHETIC (FTSE) - EXCHANGE RATE

HIGH 1.08 24/1/03, LOW 0.86 1/2/02, LAST 1.08 24/1/03 Source: Thomson Financial Datastream

Tracking the Euro - $US to Euro
Dec.(2001) -Oct.(2002)

Since 1982, The Business Of Film has tracked the Pound Sterling,
French Franc, German Marc, Italian Lire, Spanish Peseta,
Japanese Yen and Australian Dollar.  The chart to the left shows the
value of the dollar against the 3 remaining currencies which are not
part of the EEC (The Euro).  The chart below shows 9 new curren-
cies we have introduced based on requests from our subscribers.
On-line at www.thebusinessoffilm.com we will continue to track the
European currencies until they expire. Next issue we will be intro-
ducing more currencies based on what our readership has told us it
needs.

Tracking the Euro - $US to Euro
Dec.(2002) -Jan.(2003)

Tracking the Euro - $US to Euro From Dec.(2001) - Jan.(2003)
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The Curzon Mayfair, after an extensive
refurbishment with the construction of
an expanded foyer and a stylish bar
area, re-opened its doors in mid-
February to an enthusiastic public.  A
Grade II listed building, The Curzon
Mayfair is a landmark of London's old-
est and most prestigious art-house cin-
emas.  The new complex now houses
two Screens with the original 542 seat
auditorium being split into two, seating
320 with an intimate 83 respectively.
Since it originally opened in 1934, the
family-owned Cinema has been instru-
mental in the nurturing of the British
and international film industry.
Maintaining the highest standard of the
'best of the world's arthouse cinema,'
the Curzon Mayfair was one of the first
cinemas to import and show foreign
language films in the U.K.. Roger
Wingate, whose family has owned the
Cinema since 1940, says "Times Have
changed. The economics of large sin-
gle screen cinemas have become
increasingly difficult, however illustri-
ous their past.. Nevertheless, the pur-
pose behind the twinning and the
enlargement of the foyer with a new
bar area is no more than to continue to
do what we have done in the past - to
offer fellow film enthusiasts a place to
meet in congenial surroundings and to
watch quality movies in ideal condi-
tions." The Cinema re-opened with the
U.K. release of Stephen Daldry's The

Hours starring Nicole Kidman, Meryl
Streep and Julianne Moore.
Celebrating the unique thirty-year rela-
tionship between The Curzon Mayfair
and Merchant Ivory Productions, the
evening before was a special event
hosted by James Ivory and Ismail
Merchant.   Throughout its sixty-six
year history, The Curzon Mayfair
Cinema has played host to many sig-
nificant film premieres including most
of the Merchant Ivory Films.  The cin-
ema was recently voted one of
London's top 20 cinemas, by the read-
ers of Time Out (the London City
Guide). Built in 1934 by Marquese di
Casa Maury, The Curzon Mayfair  was
acquired by the Wingate family in
1940 (who remain the proprietors to
this day).  In the immediate post-war
period, the Cinema was one of the first
to screen and import foreign language
films including Ophuls La Ronde,
Tati's Monsieur Hulot's Holiday and
Fellini's La Strada. From 1967 until
1999, Roger Wingate was Managing
Director and then Chairman of
Chesterfield Properties plc, the parent
company of Curzon.  He is now
Director of a private, parent company
of Curzon and is Chairman of Act
Productions (theatrical producers). He
is also a founding Director of the
rebuilt Donmar Warehouse and is on
the Board of the Soho Theatre.

3DD Debuts At AFM

A film library of rarely-before-seen
films are now available from 3DD.
The U.K.-based international distrib-
utor recently acquired the film
library and is attending AFM for the
first time. Established in 1994, the
company which specializes in inter-
national music and live event pro-
gramming, has diversified into qual-
ity entertainment documentaries and
independent feature films. The com-
pany unveils at AFM a slate of 14
evergreen films from the American
Film Theatre (AFT) library (the late
Ely Landau's collection of features),
which it acquired in 2002 in a part-
nership with U.S.-based Lorber.  The
AFT films were originally released 
from 1973-1976 in selected theatres
to audiences who paid subscription
fees for a series of plays-on-film.
Kinois, the domestic distributor of
the titles, is currently launching a
series of domestic theatrical re-

releases and home video/DVD dis-
tribution of the new digitally re-mas-
tered films.  The titles include A
Delicate Balance, Three Sisters,
Butley, Rhinoceros, and The Man
in the Glass Booth. 
The AFT catalog is the result 
of an unprecedented three-way col-
laboration among some 
of History's most acclaimed play-
wrights (Eugene O'Neill, Edward
Albee, Anton Chekhov, Eugene
Ionesco, Harold Pinter, etc.), world-
renowned film directors (John
Frankenheimer, Tony Richardson,
Harold Pinter, Arthur Hiller), and
veteran film stars, including
Katharine Hepburn, Alan Bates,
Jessica Tandy, Lee Remick, Jeff
Bridges, Maximilian Schell,
Lawrence Olivier, Joan Plowright,
Ian Holm, Judi Dench, Stacy Keach,
and Gene Wilder.

The Curzon
Mayfair Re-Opens

PRODUCT PROFILE AFM 2003
White Rush – AVAILABLE FROM AWP

Katharine Hepburn   A Delicate Balance

The newly refurbished Curzon Mayair re-opened mid-February



A total of 402 films will screen 
during AFM reflecting the global stabi-
lization of economic factors affecting
the movement of both tangible com-
modities and financial resources.. 
The 2003 number of 'market premieres'
demonstrates comparatively little
change over the last four years. "The
numbers highlight a new trend in an
industry historically characterized by
volatile business cycles," according to
Jonathan Wolf, managing director 
of the AFM. 

This year's AFM comprises 268 sellers
of films (including 26 exhibiting for the
first time) compared to 281 last year.
The total number of AFM 2003
exhibitors, which includes companies
selling films as well as other products
and services, is 319 vs. 331 last year.  
Highlights of films screening at this
year's market include:  Portman Films'
comedy The Actors with Michael Caine
and Miranda Richardson; Ramoji
Films' thriller Beeper with Harvey
Keitel and Joey Lauren Adams;
Overseas Film Group's drama Between
Strangers with Sophia Loren, Mira
Sorvino and Gerard Depardieu, and the
fantasy Blizzard with Brenda Blethyn,
Christopher Plummer and Whoopi
Goldberg.  Splendid Pictures' comedy
The Devil & Daniel Webster with
Anthony Hopkins, Alec Baldwin,
Jennifer Love Hewitt and Dan
Ackroyd; AFMA, formerly known as
the American Film Marketing
Association, is the trade association rep-
resenting independent distributors and
producers of motion pictures and televi-
sion programming.  There are 167
member companies from the U.S.,
Europe and Australasia. 
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Armada Pictures, a new financing, pro-
duction and distribution company, head-
ed by Chris Sievernich, the former CEO
of Kinowelt USA, makes its debut at this
year's AFM.  Matt Milich, who worked
with Sievernich at Kinowelt USA as
vice-president of production, has joined
Armada in the same capacity.  Armada
Pictures International, the sales division,
also makes its debut to international buy-
ers at AFM with two pictures green-lit,
and backed, by Munich-based VIP
Medienfonds. Drum, a thriller, by South
African Director Zola Maseko, and One
Point O, a futuristic thriller, to be
helmed by co-directors Jeff Renfroe and
Marteinn Thorsson.  "I am very excited
to be expanding into the distribution

arena, the timing is right and I am work-
ing with a creative, energetic staff who
share my passion for quality pictures."
Yarek Danielak, former Franchise
Pictures and Creative Union
Entertainment executive, has joined the
company as vice-president of interna-
tional distribution. The company will
focus on high-quality commercial fea-
tures of all sizes developed, produced
and financed in-house.  Sievernich is the
founder of IMF-backed Pacifica
Entertainment, which financed and pro-
duced The Quiet American,  Nurse
Betty and The Wedding Planner. The
international distribution division of the
company, will focus on the foreign sales
of both Armada and non-Armada titles.

Armada Forays Into
International Arena

Films Screening 
At AFM Reflect
Stabilization Of

Global Economics

Chris Sievernich

Matt Milich

Jonathan Wolf Jean Prewitt

Fortissimo Film Sales is handling
world-wide rights to, Traces Of A
Dragon: Jackie Chan And His
Lost Family. the company’s first
documentary feature. Co-directed
by Mabel Cheung and Alex Law, ,
Traces Of A Dragon: Jackie Chan
And His Lost Family. Traces of a
Dragon opened the Panorama
Dokumente section at  the recently
wrapped Berlin Film Festival. The
full-length documentary reveals,
for the first time, the true and com-
plex personal history of interna-
tional Asian Superstar Jackie Chan
and his family.  Set against the
backdrop of a nation swept by con-
tinuous political and social turbu-
lence, the film is a sensitive and
moving portrayal of 20th century
China and the tragedy of families
torn apart. "We are honored to be
handling such a compelling and
intriguing example of documen-
tary filmmaking," stated Wouter
Barendrecht, co-chairman of
Fortissimo Film Sales.  "Traces of
A Dragon is a film which is high-
ly unique and yet simultaneously
so universal, that audiences world-
wide will undoubtedly find it a
powerful and touching experi-
ence."  
Traces of a Dragon: Jackie Chan

And His Lost Family, is a Jackie
Chan Production of a Mabel
Cheung Film, produced by Willie
Chan and Solon So, and executive
produced by Alex Law. The asso-
ciate producer is Doris Tse.  Mabel
Cheung's recent directing credits
include Beijing Rocks, and City of
Glass. Both films were scripted by
Alex Law, whose writing credits
also include: 
The Soong Sisters (1997), Love:
Now You See It Now You Don't
(1992) and Eight Tales of Gold
(1990) also directed by Mabel
Cheung.
Amsterdam and Hong Kong-based
international sales organization
Fortissimo Film Sales is headed by
Wouter Barendrecht and Michael
J. Werner. Fortissimo's Mon-Rak
Transistor by Thai auteur Pen-ek
Ratanaruang was selected for
Director's Fortnight at Cannes
2002 and has been selected as the
Thai entry for the upcoming
Academy Awards. Fortissimo
recently acquired the Killer Films,
Jersey Films and IFC production
of Camp, which together with
Party Monster was selected to
screen in competition at the
Sundance Film Festival.

Fortissimo Acquires
Traces Of A Dragon

Feature Documentary
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The Government of the Fiji Islands plans to introduce
(first quarter 2003) a new tax rebate scheme to benefit
film and television productions that use the islands as a
location. Mr. Taniela (Dan) Bolea, Chief Executive
Officer of the Fiji Audiovisual Commission. opened
the first branch office in Los Angeles(late January)  of
the Fiji Audiovisual Commission (FAVC).  The FAVC
is  the statutory body empowered by the Fiji

Government to promote and develop the country’s
audiovisual industry, administer its tax incentives and
provide a free locations service. According to Mr.
Bolea, the introduction of the new tax rebate will
enable Fiji to offer one of the most attractive tax incen-
tive regimes in the world today for the audiovisual
industry, which in Fiji’s case includes film, TV, video,
music, IT and e-commerce.    "Fiji already has in place
tax incentives, known as F1 and F2, for filmmakers
and other audiovisual operators who can raise produc-
tion financing from Fiji taxpayers, with the latter eligi-
ble for up to 150 per cent tax deduction on their invest-
ment," stated Mr. Bolea.  "The new tax rebate is tar-
geted primarily at fully-funded small to medium film
and television productions." The proposed tax legisla-
tion will be presented to the Fiji Parliament for
endorsement, and apply retrospectively from the
beginning of this year.  The legislation provides for a
15 per cent tax rebate payable by the Government to
film and television productions with qualifying Fiji
expenditure between FJ$50,000 to a limit of FJ$25
million (FJ$1 = US$0.4662).  To qualify, at least 35 per
cent of the budget must be spent in Fiji.  Mr. Bolea con-
tinued: "The Fiji Government wanted to set up a cen-
tral body to be a one-stop shop for the industry and to
minimize red-tape and expedite decision-making for
the industry." The setting up of a film commission
office in Los Angeles is "intended to be the first point
of contact especially for industry personnel in Los

Angeles and neighboring areas who wish to enquire
about the audiovisual industry in Fiji."
Florence Swamy, a trade officer at the Fiji Trade
Commission in Los Angeles who has spent 20 years in
marketing Fiji as a trade and investment destination,
heads the FAVC as the Commission’s first overseas
representative. The Government of Fiji and  private
investors  has also started development of Yaqara
Studio City, a new studio city zone on 5,000 acres of
land north of the main city of Suva, which will include
sound stages, dressing rooms, offices, back lots, hotels,
a technology park and one of the biggest optical fiber
cable systems to connect Fiji with Australia, New
Zealand and North America. While Fiji has been a
location for many film and television productions,
including Cast Away, Blue Lagoon, Eco-Challenge,
the presently filming Road Rules for MTV and many
more, and is a popular vacation destination for many
Hollywood stars and luminaries, the country began to
formally venture into the audiovisual industry from last
year with its first slate of tax incentives. Dan Bolea
pointed out that Fiji has an English-speaking, well-
trained and literate labor force, competitive exchange
rates and low costs, good infrastructure (financial,
legal, telecommunications, education, health, etc.),
good weather, friendly and peaceful people, and non-
stop flights between Fiji and Los Angeles – "some of
the reasons why it makes good sense to use Fiji as a
production location."
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Fiji Government Introduces New 
Tax Incentives & Opens L.A. Office

AFM Introduce 
Producer Screenings

For 2003 AFM has initiated the 
AFM Producer Screenings serving 
as a showcase designed for independ-
ently-produced feature films seeking
worldwide distribution. The screen-
ing takes place on February 26th.  A
total of 20 films from 20 different
producers are being shown at private
market screenings, providing film-
makers the opportunity to access dis-
tributors directly.
The selection process from both fea-
ture-length narrative and documen-
tary films gives preference to films
that have experienced 
the least amount of exposure 
in order to garner the greatest 
interest from acquisition executives. 

"This is a unique opportunity for pro-
ducers to present their just completed
films at the largest gathering of acqui-
sition executives in the world," said
Jonathan Wolf, managing director of
the AFM and executive vice president
of AFMA. "It's part of the AFMA' s
continuing commitment to delivering
global audiences to films produced
outside the studio system." The quali-
fying entries are at least 80 minutes in
length; (any languages) produced in
2002 or 2003 and have a minimum
budget of $250,000.  Selected films
were charged a screening fee of
$2,200 received two full-market
AFM badges. 

Mr. Taniela (Dan) Bolea, C.E.O 
Fiji Audiovisual Commission.

INTRODUCING

Direct Link to International Film, TV, & Leisure Companies

Regent, NVFV (South Africa), Lithuania Film Studio, 
Fiji Audiovisual & many more..........

www.thebusinessoffilm.com

PRODUCT PROFILE AFM 2003
Between Strangers

AVAILABLE FROM OVERSEAS FILM GROUP
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In the
International

Film
Finance
Game 

Are You A
Jigsaw Or
Monopoly

Player?

In 2003 yet again market conditions dominate a
scene where small players strive to survive and
big players aim to beat the rules of engagement

by lowering the risks of the game. Hollywood is in
many cases being given yet another chance and a
different way to exploit the lure of foreign shores.
For the nations involved the political appeal is
obvious lower risk of fiscal abuse with a positive
cost benefit result for all in economic terms. 
Tax incentive programs - how they work, how to
use them and how to cover your back is the new
epicenter of film industry gossip. Tax incentive
programs were once poor hand me down cousins
when compared to traditional film finance tech-
niques. Viewed as somewhat shady relations when
compared to more pristine funding routes they
have recently matured into the flavor of the day.
Today many in the business of film flock to the lat-
est of incentive spins without a true appreciation of
a fundamental underlying implication. The men-
tality of much of the film industry in relation to tax
incentive programs historically and currently has

been very much of use and abuse. To date this has
resulted in tax incentive program climate of con-
stant change as loopholes and deals are opened
and closed in response to perceived abuses across
many national borders. In the current climate
where such programs are being offered on a whole
sale basis and are becoming a legitimate part if not
the cornerstone of many film finance strategies it
is madness to promote excesses that may lead to
the death of this now newly legitimized finance
tool. 

The socio path type persona of American
Psycho Patrick Bateman is alive and doing
well in many film finance deals as the

nations involved see only the veneer of Hollywood
deal making playing by those who play the tax
incentive game. Bateman’s character in American
Psycho intoned that he was merely  “ a shell of
human being one not really there a person every
one saw but who underneath it all was not really
ever there.” He could not have not have described
more eloquently the role of titular foreign produc-
tion companies in penetrating the veil of interna-
tional tax incentive program compliance. At stake
in 2003 world film finance arena is the ongoing
presence and viability of tax incentive programs.
The goal for the film biz is to convince those in
power to keep and advance such programs. This
can only be done if the economic substance and
benefits of the programs in place can be shown to
those in power to have worked. The film business
has more to gain by playing the game properly
than by adopting a short-term “ greed is good” “

THE BUSINESS OF FILM 2003 TAX ASSISTED FILM FINANCE GUIDE

France –  Protective of it’s film industry has no specific Shelter or Subsidy
Program. Benefits in the French-Canadian Co-production Treaty. 
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Cutting edge insight into the newest trend in world film finance -TAX INCENTIVE PROGRAMS. Our guide illustrates how to unlock this latest money
source with a review of all the Tax Incentive Programs currently on offer around the globe, along with government and quasi government inspired
production related incentives for 2003. In an extensive never before published in depth look- THE BUSINESS OF FILM 2003 TAX ASSISTED FILM
FINANCE GUIDE- Examines the hot financial tools and the games in play. Games that are contrary to what many may think are neither consequence
nor recrimination free enterprises.
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catch me if you can” mentality.  In reality once
self- involved inspired instincts kick in it is all to
easy to think it is a dog eat dog world out there one
where if we don’t go for the jugular all others will.
What is interesting is that those who merely flirt
with the substance miss the economic potential of
exploiting the meat of what is on offer.  Playing
the tax incentive game properly it is submitted is
the best short as well as long-term economic
choice for film industry survival. Often those who
think they know most are least able to see what it
is that they miss. One of the cruel ironies taking
place in this area of film finance is that such self-
destructive conduct destroys not only the basis of
such programs but does so by way of a misguided
applications at great cost to all participants. Many
who take tax incentive money do so without
understanding the true ability to assess the optimal
strategy options in economic terms for acquisition
of funding and risk aversion.

THE FIRST STEPS  & PRINCI-
PLES IN THE ART 

OF TAX BASED FINANCE

Reading and understanding the concept and
detail of some programs is enough to send
the sanest of us around the bend trying to

appreciate the hidden sub text. The convulsions of
tax relief attainment under many incentive pro-
grams has all the appeal of a damp squid for those
who just want to make a motion picture. The value
of an incentive program depends not so much on
its raw dollar value but on the value to you. Value
to you in relation to each projects specific finance
profile in question. Broad-brush assumptions are
redundant there are no ‘off the rack’ solutions.
Bespoke tailoring at its highest level is required
there are no cookie cutter solutions to answer
every film finance problem of the day.

ARE YOU PLAYING 
JIGSAW  OR MONOPLY?  

Currently there two games being played in
relation to tax incentives and the out come
of a financing arrangements often depends

on which game you are playing. A simple but often
confusing starting point lies in deciding and com-
prehending  which is  your game  play. Jigsaw
players have no risk capital to play with they need
to fit all the pieces of the finance puzzle together.
Monopoly players are all well heeled researched
and have all the necessary risk capital up front to
green light a picture. In short they know they can
make the picture and are merely seeking the most
cost effective way to lower film budget expenses
by best utilization of capital practice. The current
nation over nation lemming philosophy of out
doing each other by a “my incentive is bigger than
your incentive” philosophy ignores the fundamen-
tal realities in play. Realities where jigsaw players
see incentive programs as a vital deal chip in the
film finance game. The very nature and existence
of project financing and creative structure can be
altered irrevocably by such incentives. Where for

monopoly players such incentive programs impact
in different ways. They are the icing on the cake
and while valuable may not be determinative in the
finance process or in relation to other creative and
financial imperatives. Often there is much confu-
sion over this simplistic start point by all involved.
Those who create, administer, advise and poten-
tially use such programs often confuse value with
worth. 
Jigsaw or monopoly distinctions while obvious
enough in concept are oft
ignored in practice. In reality there are only a few
who really can play monopoly. Most of the rules
‘in motion’ change dependent on the kind of
finance tool being deployed.

The Jigsaw Game Rules

Jigsaw players have a zero sum game to think
out. A pert analysis of finance strategy choic-
es available would show two distinct out-

comes. Denial or unavailability of an incentive
means there will be no money to make the picture-
full stop. Reliance on a tax incentive program
brings with it a host of related creative and finan-
cial imperatives flowing from the nationality of the
program choice in issue. Once taken on these
become risk factors as they remain even if the
incentive does not come to fruition. A further crit-
ical factor lies in the timing and payment of such
incentives whether or not they are capable of being
self-funding and or require collateral finance sup-
port. An incentive program that swallows already
precious capital may in reality reduce a films real
finance viability quotient if it does not add to fund-
ing availability. In a hard market getting ones
hands on hard money has a systemic value way
above that of the raw dollar amounts involved.
Cash for independents means cash flow in the
form of enhanced ability to meet project costs.
Deals that soak up existing financial resources but
are not in themselves a source of finance may be
more problematic than they are worth. A crucial

factor missed by those who structure such pro-
grams is that real value relates to use-ability not
purely financial quantum. Jigsaw players have to
take risks as they have no choice and so are more
prone to failure.  Jigsaw players often cannot take
the lowest raw cost option they need to take the
deal that fits the deal chips together. One that may
have a much higher raw cost but the chip stacking
makes it viable over a lower cost deal devoid of
such potentials.

The Monopoly Game Rules

Monopoly players have a plethora of
choice they are in essence cherry pickers
in the tax incentive market. Who can

fund the whole deal but who crave lower costs and
access to clean off balance sheet finance. The
choice for them is between any number of creative
and financial imperatives. The existence of an
incentive is not determinative as a motivational
factor for such players. Once committed however
such players are at risk not only for the value of the
incentive but for any net risk of all cost and bene-
fits that flow from that choice. At stake that posi-
tion measured against the opportunity cost of what
was the next best choice. The out come potential
for such players is never zero sum it more about
how and where. STAR WARS will always be
made it is merely a matter of where and for how
much. As we alluded to in our article FILM
FINANCE SURVIVOR 2002 such choices are of
late complex amalgams of financial and creative
imperatives. However a wrongful assessment of
what finance options are available across a number
of jurisdictions due to not being hungry enough
can come at a huge price. The price of lost savings
that could be used on other projects can be an
enormous and pin points the fact that those who
play monopoly still face the significant risk of
losses albeit they often unseen.  

PLAYING THE BOARD GAME

Italy – The new Tax Incentives deal currently in the works is aimed at films north of $US25m.
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In 2003 yet again market conditions dominate a
scene where small players strive to survive and
big players aim to beat the rules of engagement

by lowering the risks of the game. Hollywood is in
many cases being given yet another chance and a
different way to exploit the lure of foreign shores.
For the nations involved the political appeal is
obvious lower risk of fiscal abuse with a positive
cost benefit result for all in economic terms. 
Tax incentive programs - how they work, how to
use them and how to cover your back is the new
epicenter of film industry gossip. Tax incentive
programs were once poor hand me down cousins
when compared to traditional film finance tech-
niques. Viewed as somewhat shady relations when
compared to more pristine funding routes they
have recently matured into the flavor of the day.
Today many in the business of film flock to the lat-
est of incentive spins without a true appreciation of
a fundamental underlying implication. The men-
tality of much of the film industry in relation to tax
incentive programs historically and currently has
been very much of use and abuse. To date this has
resulted in tax incentive program climate of con-
stant change as loopholes and deals are opened
and closed in response to perceived abuses across
many national borders. In the current climate
where such programs are being offered on a whole
sale basis and are becoming a legitimate part if not
the cornerstone of many film finance strategies it
is madness to promote excesses that may lead to
the death of this now newly legitimized finance
tool. 

The socio path type persona of American
Psycho Patrick Bateman is alive and doing
well in many film finance deals as the

nations involved see only the veneer of Hollywood
deal making playing by those who play the tax
incentive game. Bateman’s character in American
Psycho intoned that he was merely  “ a shell of
human being one not really there a person every
one saw but who underneath it all was not really
ever there.” He could not have not have described
more eloquently the role of titular foreign produc-
tion companies in penetrating the veil of interna-
tional tax incentive program compliance. At stake
in 2003 world film finance arena is the ongoing
presence and viability of tax incentive programs.
The goal for the film biz is to convince those in
power to keep and advance such programs. This
can only be done if the economic substance and
benefits of the programs in place can be shown to
those in power to have worked. The film business
has more to gain by playing the game properly
than by adopting a short-term “ greed is good” “
catch me if you can” mentality.  In reality once
self- involved inspired instincts kick in it is all to
easy to think it is a dog eat dog world out there one
where if we don’t go for the jugular all others will.
What is interesting is that those who merely flirt
with the substance miss the economic potential of
exploiting the meat of what is on offer.  Playing
the tax incentive game properly it is submitted is
the best short as well as long-term economic
choice for film industry survival. Often those who
think they know most are least able to see what it
is that they miss. One of the cruel ironies taking
place in this area of film finance is that such self-
destructive conduct destroys not only the basis of
such programs but does so by way of a misguided
applications at great cost to all participants. Many
who take tax incentive money do so without
understanding the true ability to assess the optimal
strategy options in economic terms for acquisition
of funding and risk aversion.

THE FIRST STEPS  & PRINCI-
PLES IN THE ART 

OF TAX BASED FINANCE

Reading and understanding the concept and
detail of some programs is enough to send
the sanest of us around the bend trying to

appreciate the hidden sub text. The convulsions of
tax relief attainment under many incentive pro-
grams has all the appeal of a damp squid for those
who just want to make a motion picture. The value
of an incentive program depends not so much on
its raw dollar value but on the value to you. Value
to you in relation to each projects specific finance
profile in question. Broad-brush assumptions are
redundant there are no ‘off the rack’ solutions.
Bespoke tailoring at its highest level is required
there are no cookie cutter solutions to answer
every film finance problem of the day.

ARE YOU PLAYING 
JIGSAW  OR MONOPLY?  

Currently there two games being played in
relation to tax incentives and the out come
of a financing arrangements often depends

on which game you are playing. A simple but often
confusing starting point lies in deciding and com-
prehending  which is  your game  play. Jigsaw
players have no risk capital to play with they need
to fit all the pieces of the finance puzzle together.
Monopoly players are all well heeled researched
and have all the necessary risk capital up front to
green light a picture. In short they know they can
make the picture and are merely seeking the most
cost effective way to lower film budget expenses
by best utilization of capital practice. The current
nation over nation lemming philosophy of out
doing each other by a “my incentive is bigger than
your incentive” philosophy ignores the fundamen-

tal realities in play. Realities where jigsaw players
see incentive programs as a vital deal chip in the
film finance game. The very nature and existence
of project financing and creative structure can be
altered irrevocably by such incentives. Where for
monopoly players such incentive programs impact
in different ways. They are the icing on the cake
and while valuable may not be determinative in the
finance process or in relation to other creative and
financial imperatives. Often there is much confu-
sion over this simplistic start point by all involved.
Those who create, administer, advise and poten-
tially use such programs often confuse value with
worth. 
Jigsaw or monopoly distinctions while obvious
enough in concept are oft
ignored in practice. In reality there are only a few
who really can play monopoly. Most of the rules
‘in motion’ change dependent on the kind of
finance tool being deployed.

The Jigsaw Game Rules

Jigsaw players have a zero sum game to think
out. A pert analysis of finance strategy choic-
es available would show two distinct out-

comes. Denial or unavailability of an incentive
means there will be no money to make the picture-
full stop. Reliance on a tax incentive program
brings with it a host of related creative and finan-
cial imperatives flowing from the nationality of the
program choice in issue. Once taken on these
become risk factors as they remain even if the
incentive does not come to fruition. A further crit-
ical factor lies in the timing and payment of such
incentives whether or not they are capable of being
self-funding and or require collateral finance sup-
port. An incentive program that swallows already

New Mexico – Like Louisiana this state offers
multi layered incentive programs- a sales tax

exemption- income tax credit - soft loan program.
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precious capital may in reality reduce a films real
finance viability quotient if it does not add to fund-
ing availability. In a hard market getting ones
hands on hard money has a systemic value way
above that of the raw dollar amounts involved.
Cash for independents means cash flow in the
form of enhanced ability to meet project costs.
Deals that soak up existing financial resources but
are not in themselves a source of finance may be
more problematic than they are worth. A crucial

factor missed by those who structure such pro-
grams is that real value relates to use-ability not
purely financial quantum. Jigsaw players have to
take risks as they have no choice and so are more
prone to failure.  Jigsaw players often cannot take
the lowest raw cost option they need to take the
deal that fits the deal chips together. One that may
have a much higher raw cost but the chip stacking
makes it viable over a lower cost deal devoid of
such potentials.

The Monopoly Game Rules

Monopoly players have a plethora of
choice they are in essence cherry pickers
in the tax incentive market. Who can

fund the whole deal but who crave lower costs and
access to clean off balance sheet finance. The
choice for them is between any number of creative
and financial imperatives. The existence of an
incentive is not determinative as a motivational
factor for such players. Once committed however
such players are at risk not only for the value of
the incentive but for any net risk of all cost and
benefits that flow from that choice. At stake that
position measured against the opportunity cost of
what was the next best choice. The out come
potential for such players is never zero sum it
more about how and where. STAR WARS will
always be made it is merely a matter of where and
for how much. As we alluded to in our article
FILM FINANCE SURVIVOR 2002 such choic-
es are of late complex amalgams of financial and
creative imperatives. However a wrongful assess-
ment of what finance options are available across
a number of jurisdictions due to not being hungry
enough can come at a huge price. The price of lost
savings that could be used on other projects can be
an enormous and pin points the fact that those who
play monopoly still face the significant risk of
losses albeit they often unseen.  

PLAYING THE BOARD GAME

OF YOUR CHOICE

Deal factoring is how one can play the game
of ones choice.  The process is vital the
following strategic approach path will

maximize entitlement options.
First- Assessment on a- jurisdiction by jurisdic-
tion- basis of all cost factors via accurate budget
assessment of all intra jurisdictional costs adjusted
for exchange rate and local specific cost inputs.
Second- Creative Assessment as to how this
choice impacts on a projects creative wish list and
final on screen production values.

Third- Sales value how all the respective and cre-
ative financial imperatives affect the nature of and
availability of pre sale finance strategy as well as
distribution release strategy.
Four- The program detail as to quantum, self-
finance quotient, viability and ability to allow-
cross and co financing strategy options both intra
and extra territorially. Impact overall on all financ-
ing windows- such as ability to lead to other incen-
tives or restrict and or terminate double dip use
with other programs. What are the real prices
weighed against real benefits of the program. 
The strategy outline provides an assessment
process that will necessarily lead to the creation of
a viability model tailored to the specific film in
question. Such a process then can be used to cre-
ate comparisons with other financing models. All
modeled assessment adjusted for the risks and
rewards relative to the decision choice in question. 

WHAT KEEPS JIGSAW PLAYERS POOR

IS USING MONOPOLY APPROACHES

TO PROBLEM SOLVING

Ajigsaw player mentality can never under
estimate or ignore the delicate nature and
value of the modeled approach as the way

to redemption. The monopoly mentality often
takes an Ostrich head in the sand method, because
in most cases the player can just sell off another
house and still survive. In the real world monopoly

players have not only endless money but also multi
national presences that allow them in both produc-
tion and distribution matters to cross weave deal
solutions seamlessly. What makes Monopoly play-
ers less well heeled than they otherwise would be
is in not being as aggressive as a Jigsaw player or
conversely in being too aggressive when one does
not have to be. The only edge independents still
have lies in the fact that many monolithic monop-
oly structures in action often work at odds against

the best use of available tools.   Independents pre-
dominantly are jigsaw players who are just lucky
enough if it all works in putting the deal chips
together. Tax incentive programs offer a vital new
way of making the necessary elements stack up,
how to make accurate assessments is the key. 

GAME PLAY ASSESSMENT MOD-
ELING

Assessment modeling analysis requires
detailed consideration of specific project
elements under the tax incentive strategy

in play. Trade off assessment in today’s world is a
highly complex matter and the following insights
foreshadow the complexity of the processes in
play. A 12.5% tax rebate (Australia) may look bet-
ter than a 12% tax rebate as per ( Ice Land) but nei-
ther may appear as good as a 15% tax rebate (
Oklahoma) and all may fare better or worse than
other incentives on offer around the globe on pure
raw dollar basis. A quick study would imply one
should jurisdiction shop the world for the best deal
and take the highest incentive on offer. The reality
is of course different, as the  “visible” rate of an
incentive while of great import in the finance puz-
zle has to survive in a much wider set of circum-
stances that can only be appreciated by way of
trade off assessment.

TRADE OFF 
ASSESSMENT FACTORING

Exchange rate implications assessed via
budget cost structure comparisons by juris-
diction analysis can radically change the

initial assessment profile. A face view after just
consideration of this one trade off would reveal
that Australia is a way better choice due to its low
currency value and therefore superior exchange
rate for US dollars when compared to Iceland or a
US domiciled deal. Often exchange rate differen-
tials can wipe out an incentive completely making
the deal on offer neutral. Monopoly players care
about net, net implications such as net incentive
value of currency differentials. Jigsaw players may
wear adverse currency costs as they are more

Belgium – Coming on line limited form of Tax
Shelter with maximum write off of $US745.000.00

per company in deductions.

The result is often poor product 

that inevitably performs below expecta-

tion

Great care in compliance 

with all local tax rules is required
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focused on the percentage the incentive gives to
the total finance target than what the target per se
is their attitude will vary also dependent on the
ability to self finance the incentive. Real deal eco-
nomics require accurate budget assessment
accounting not just for exchange rate differences
but also for real cost factors present in each juris-
diction. Each jurisdiction comes with its own
peculiar to the locale cost benefits and burdens.
Great care must be taken in the study and concep-
tual understanding of these costs and benefits. 

The costs of labor and talent relative to SAG
rates and the reach of Global Rule one vary
from place to place. Liability for rates,

residuals, ability to work local union staffing ratio
rules and specific to the locale labor compliance
rules related to safety and hours of work. There
can be dependent on the place vast differences on
financial and creative imperatives due to these
rules. The Global Rule one can dependent on the
nation can have a vast impact on local unions on
foreign shores that have deals with SAG such as
Australia. Others do not and that uncertainty can
be costly. The rates charged to productions under
the OZ treaty with SAG imposes different rates
dependent on character of the production- big tick-
et US projects pay the highest rates- international
co productions get to avoid such liability due to a
loophole in the agreement. 

The concept of accounting for the net tax
benefit on a tax relative to tax basis must be
kept firmly in mind. Such an assessment is

aimed at determining the net value of the incentive
after accounting for all other related to the juris-
diction tax factors. By this is meant accounting for
locale taxes such as
( VAT - UK - FRANCE - IRELAND)( GST-AUS-

TRALIA)( RETAIL SALES TAX - as in many US
States.). Payroll tax, stamp duty, state and or fed-
eral taxes forgiven or charged. Tax assessment is a
vital assessment chip as normally within each dif-
ferent nation there are different tax compliance
issues in relation to on and off screen talent, direc-
tors, writers, and producers at both State and
Federal levels relative to jurisdiction related
income, capital gains and or withholding taxes on
non residents. Some jurisdictions charge withhold-
ing taxes on foreign nonresident on screen talent
performing in the locale but not off screen unless
they have residence or are seen to be conduction
on shore trade or business.  Each nations tax poli-
cy has to be carefully appreciated- Australia for
example gives a 12.5% tax incentive on total pro-
duction spend spent in Australia including that
spend on foreign talent who perform inside
Australia. This is no doubt a real attraction in this
but a 30% withholding tax applies on foreign actor

loan our corporations applies to such income
earned by the talent. 

Acareful reading of a producer tax indemni-
ty agreement might make potentially due
to the Australia- US double tax treaty

clause trapping taxes in Australia if there is no US
income to offset for a US actor make a producer

liable for the difference. So why go for a 12.5%
incentive which might yield a 10% over all fund-
ing input assuming a 70% on shore spend when in
the deal making the 30% on shore tax liability for
major US Talent at say 30% of budget may nibble
away 9% as compared with a jurisdiction that
exempts foreign on screen talent. In practice tax
indemnity agreements normally kick in only in
relation to threshold rate differences but where
there is a lawyer there is a way and a sharp US
agent will seek tax equality for the talent fee posi-
tion. This explains why much major talent sudden-
ly now are producers as well as talent as producer
fees are off screen earns and are in many places
taxed differently from on a screen performances.
As can be quickly seen accurate appreciation of
the net of all taxes impact on a budget is vital. The
price of claiming many incentives requires local
legal domicile which means exposure to local
taxes and some incentives are not rebates but off-
sets that only mature as local to the jurisdiction tax
offsets. Great care in compliance with all local tax
rules is required and may due to the need to use tit-
ular production companies entail use of local resi-
dents for control things which carries with it com-
pliance risks that impact a deal but which one may
not have control of. The real price of tax incentive
program then is the real issue in trade off assess-
ment and the real price like all real costs is not
obvious and comes wrapped in many differing
guises. Most programs require money to spent
inside a jurisdiction. Others require even more
such as minimum use of local creative and pro-
duction inputs. Such requirements are hidden in
the detail of most tax incentive programs coming
in what you can and can’t do in what you are
exposed to the choice of the jurisdiction. Impacts
on other tax shelter opportunities both in and out
of a jurisdiction are critical. In jurisdiction shop-
ping dove tailing each nations incentive programs
with another under formal co production treaties
may make the critical difference in the overall
finance picture. 

In such arrangements while one nation may be
lower in net costs than another that is not the
end of it. In the event a nations program terms

are too restrictive then it may loose out to a higher
cost nation with less valuable incentives but where
that program has more flexibility. Flexible incen-
tive program terms are critical to co- financing
arrangements they are what allows a game to be
played. This is high art and is a very specific area
of expertise one that may lead to either nirvana or
disaster. For a jigsaw player this one factor alone
may be critical as for a jigsaw player sole reliance
on one nations incentive is winner takes all game
play. One with the potential if it does not work to
end the game in a disaster mode with the film left
unfinished due to the domino effect on finance
plan. The Jigsaw player needs to pull together the
pieces from all programs- combining Nation A-
production cash back rebates with Nation B tax
shelter - sale and lease back distribution deal with
part of a global pre sale strategy. Today a 12.5%
incentive is worth more than the sum of its parts, it
may be only a starting point that leads to a deal
chip that leads to another which allows the jigsaw

Canada – offers two major Federal Programs & a plethora of State based Incentives
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packager to complete the puzzle. In 2003 many
deals may not happen unless tax incentive process-
es are put in play. 

So a strange reality comes to pass where the
value of an incentive both at a threshold and
net level with total production budget cost

are not as relevant as other imperatives. For jigsaw
players higher budgets under one finance plan over
another are not deal breakers because of the col-
lective impact of net production cost relative to net
finance opportunity peculiar to that option.
Inability to fit a program in a bigger package of
deal chips is the real deal breaker in 2003 and
overrides in many cases all other considerations. 
Monopoly players can choose the lowest cost
budget because they do not need to indulge in the
making the puzzle fit the chips as is required of
jigsaw players. Another new deal breaker that
twists optimal finance strategy optimal equilibri-
um trade off assessment comes in the impact any
tax incentive has on the creative imperatives in
play and how these relate to ultimate sales value of
the filmed entertainment product under considera-
tion. 
If one compromises creative choice in favor of
such programs there is a very real creative price.
Outside of having your creative wish list trashed in
many areas which is difficult enough for all
inspired producer and director driven agendas. The
compromise of creative choice can and does have
a creative price in the economic value of the filmed
entertainment in issue. The critical issue is will
such compromises in creative choice enforced by
the finance plan needed to meet tax incentive pro-
gram requirements diminish the finished value of
product. In short do the choices you have to make
cut away at core production values to the point the
deal makes “ no on screen economic” sense. In this
game run more and more by lawyers, accountant,
tax officers, bankers and financiers and less and
less by real producer’s such thinking seldom sur-
faces. The result is often poor product that
inevitably performs below expectation, just
because you can make it does not mean you
should. The highest hidden cost may well come in
the paucity of economic value a product made
purely for tax incentive lucre may end up creating
for all involved. Home video shelves are full of
second tier product thrown together to satisfy
finance agenda but at the price of the loss of what
should and would have been its real economic
value. After all the nickel and dime analysis is
done one must always ask. Do we have a viable
film in our target markets? Indeed the choice of
one jurisdiction over another must be a decision
always tempered by concern for - the creative
inputs- related to spin off value- related to pre and
post- production sales values. Intra jurisdictional
factors such as local talent values, talent/crew
depth, and location suitability factoring can never
be ignored. The viability of a location, the look
and the accent used by actors on film all impact
such value assessment.  The use of local actors
speaking in US accents with poor location suit-
ability and poor production value look on screen
has caught even the industries biggest players. The
result is yes they made a cheap deal but no they did
not profit from it as the resulting product tanked

due to inherent lack of appeal in the target market.
At present much runaway production analysis is
focusing on the success of the product made as
much as on the lowered cost. In some cases film-
ing at home in Hollywood would have been by far
the best choice even though it may be the most
expensive option. This is the best argument SAG
may have against the runaway production train.
Television production seems to be more critically
subject to local origination factors than film. Many
off shore television projects suffer most from poor
on screen production values. 

GAME DYNAMICS SEEN
THROUGH CASE STUDY

ANALYSIS 

A better appreciation of the complex
issues at stake can be gleaned from a
quick look via case study approach. 

For our purpose we have chosen one of the
latest incentive programs to hit the world
stage the 12.5% incentive lunched (yes, we

do mean lunched) by Australia. The program detail
appears later in article but sufficed to say it is an
attractive direct subsidy program paid on all on
shore production spend that meets the program cri-
teria. As stated the budget is affected by labor rates
and the local SAG treaty exempts co-productions
from full SAG impacts. The local withholding tax
on foreign actors may be a negative budget factor.
The real issue is that the program bars on shore

double dipping with tax shelter breaks but allows
off shore double dips with second nation tax shel-
ters. The program is activity based and the low
level of status criteria requiring local content,
genre and copyright make it very flexible as a deal
chip when put with a second nation tax incentive
program under a co production deal. The attraction
then of Australia is an easy rebate subsidy paid in
cash post production in a low cost exchange rate
environment combined with the ease of use rela-
tive to other co production partners home based
tax incentive programs. A 70% production spend
on shore to get 12.5% Australian incentive will
cover 10% total budget combined with a 30% UK
spend under a Co production via a sale and lease
back using the copyright not trapped in Australia
to yield another 10% of total budget in tax shelter
money. The net result is a low total budget cost rel-
ative to the US and EU funded by a 10% rebate
and 10% tax shelter contribution under a co pro-
duction that ensures good profile in two key mar-
kets. In result such a deal play reduces the gap to
be financed by pre sales and gap equity to 80% of
the co production budget. 
The 20% already funded by the tax incentive pro-
grams for little real cost is a deal maker compared
to the price of equity or sell off of territories. A
critical trade off assessment with other options
will show that it will be hard to beat the mix of
hard cash and low overall cost compared to say a
EU based co production. In analysis the Australian
cash back incentive combined with a low
exchange rate, (58c US to $1 A) low on shore cost
in puts and double dip flexibility is a highly attrac-
tive to all players. For monopoly players it is a

Australia – The best example of a pure activity based credit program.
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“slam dunk” even without a co production deal as
it factors out as low cost relative to creative choice
and production values over all other jurisdictions.
For jigsaw players the freedom of copyright and
lack of cultural agenda driven status requirements
mean the incentive is a valuable building block.
The direct rebate paid post production means there
is a higher degree of certainty upfront as there is
no need to seek third party tax shelter investors or
others. The crucial factor is that the things that
appeal most about a program to monopoly players
may not matter to jigsaw players. Things such as
location, accent, acceptable talent, and crew depth
are all vital but not if you have reduced choice
options, in jigsaw game plays they are less deter-
minative. 

The loss of the ability to package other sup-
port equity onshore via tax shelter arrange-
ments handicaps a jigsaw player under the

OZ program and forces a global play. The mix of
a foreign presale combined with gap equity
requires considerable skill and artifice to pull off.
The concepts of multi national co financing and co
production bring with them high levels of com-
plexity, economic and political risk. In the jigsaw
play a player must use this incentive as a bargain-
ing chip and not an end game solution.  A jigsaw
player with a 50% pre sale and 30% gap equity
secured over unsold territory potential plus the
20% from an Australian/ UK co production tax
rebate/tax shelter mix may makeup the finance
puzzle to be placed together to attain full funding.
The OZ incentives viability in the context of world
film finance game remains to be seen and is as
much a product of world film finance climate fac-
tors as it is of local jurisdictional factors. Jigsaw
play is not an easy game to play. The task for each
project is to define the optimal financing plan by
assembling all viable pieces that may be able to be
fitted together. Success is never guaranteed it is

however more attractive than the more likely nor-
mal process entailed in many years of battling
around in the wilderness of studio production and
distribution hell. There are many ways one can fit
the pieces together by co financing via distribution
deals, gap equity, short fall insurance (Yes- it is
still possible) and other tax shelter deals off shore.
Sales values created by artfully constructed co
production deals may create strong multiple terri-
tory values as well as core target market value.
Ability to access a quality P & A window in the
critical US market may yield little up front money
today from that market but may flow through to
underpin all foreign downstream values. Even
making foreign presales possible in a soft market
where the market norm would be a no go result.

The true skill in 2003 is to cut production cost
while preserving core production values and ulti-
mate sale values. Such an approach coupled with a
viable finance plan as part of an overall structure
accommodating   adequate release strategies is
critical to films financial future. 

OUR GUIDE TO TAX INCEN-
TIVE SPEAK

Despite much talk and endless description at
industry seminars and in magazines there
is little real reasoned industry commentary

or understanding available in relation to the basics
of the whole subject. One of the essential tools in
the mastery of any new skill lies in an appreciation
of fundamentals. 
In relation to TAX INCENTIVE PROGRAMS
there is much confusion and misuse of both jargon
and concept. To date we can find no clear-cut
authoritative definitions adequately defining key
film industry tax incentive terminologies. In the
interest of development of such a set of industry

standards The Business of Film has attempted to
create a jargon profile suitable for such a purpose.
Much press comment and almost all rhetoric by
industry participants is wrongly applied and more
often than not completely misunderstood in the
context of underlying substance.

TWO DISTINCT FORMS 

TAX SUBSIDY PROGRAMS 
& TAX SHELTER PROGRAMS

TAX SUSBIDY PROGRAMS these are direct
government programs Federal and or State that
pay hard cash in the form of rebates or provide
reductions in local intra state expenses that other
than for minimal requirements relating to the

locale and amounts of production spend can be
triggered on an as of right basis. They do not
require other layers of complexity such as inter
relational play with other tax issues nor need third
party participants such a locally domiciled tax
avoidance minded investors as a pre entitlement
qualification compliance factor.

TAX SHELTER PROGRAMS

These programs universally via local income tax-
capital gains tax programs give incentives to pro-
ducers and film investors to mitigate tax liability
via the style of the shelter. In usual form they
amount to a money source via sharing of third
party tax benefits and or use of tax status to miti-
gate producer on shore self created tax liability.

TAX SUBSIDY PROGRAMS

1. PRODUCTION RELATED TAX
SUBSIDY/REBATES

These are cash back subsidies/ rebates that return
in cash to a producer money to pay for the pro-
duction cost as quid pro quo for shooting in a par-
ticular place. Such payments are subject to qualifi-
cation criteria but are direct payments that are not
offsets against other programs or other income tax
or other related obligations. In essence these are
pure cash grants- See Australia- Iceland as models
of such pure subsidy programs. No investors are
required entitlement is the only issue.

IN SHORT FREE MONEY IN CASH WITH

Fiji – The latest entrant, shoring up the previous F1- F2  Schemes with  new Tax Incentives 
that come into play 1st Quarter 2003.
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NO STRINGS OTHER THAN COMPLIANCE
WITH THE MANTRA OF ENTITLEMENT
CRITERIA.

2. PRODUCTION RELATED TAX

EXEMPTIONS

These are tax incentives that come in the form of
exemption from various taxes such as payroll,
sales tax, vat type taxes, stamp duty. The form
maybe by either up front exemption or by later
rebate of sums paid initially. See-Hawaii-
Louisiana- New Mexico style programs.

MOSTLY IN THE FORM OF CASH SAVINGS

VIA EXEMPTIONS SOMETIMES PAID

AFTER EXPENDITURE VIA CASH BACK

REBATES

3. PRODUCTION RELATED SOFT

EXPENSE INCENTIVES

The provision of soft expenses such as low interest
production finance loans, reduced permit fees and
low price cost of state, city or federal services.
Such programs while not direct cash payments
save production cash by reduction of below the
line cost components.  
DEFACTO MONEY SOURCES COMING 
VIA DIRECT REDUCTION OF EXPENSE
BILLING NOT NORMALLY DIRECT 
CASH PAYMENTS.

TAX SHELTER PROGRAMS

4. PRODUCTION/ DISTRIBUTION
INVESTOR TAX SHELTERS

These programs are wrongly called subsidies
by the unknowing because they in net result
provide producers with a set percentage of

cash with which to mitigate production cost in
return for involvement in the film. In pure form
these tax shelters legislated via often tailor made
tax break laws are aimed at attracting investors to
invest in film production and distribution. Today
across a number of jurisdictions the net result of
these shelters is that producers can for giving up
little more than an illusory share in the back end in
a picture raise cash by sharing tax savings with
investors. Essential this a deal with the devil there
is no repeat no real risk equity cash raising going
on in most of these deals despite all the illusions of
form. The deals in common form use are called or

referred to as subsidy deals but this in truth a com-
plete distortion of reality. In most business enter-
prises when cash is raised investors are placing on
the table of life equity or debt that entitles a return
relative to the risk of loss being undertaken. Today
true gap equity or debt deals that finance films are
few and far between and if done are secured by
real economic values of unsold revenue rights that
collateralize the risk and provide more than an illu-
sory share in back end. Tax shelters in play as seen
in the Sale Lease Back transactions in the United
Kingdom or production investment syndication
funds in Germany are not predicated on such
notions. To be sure economic values underpin the
deal but they are low to no risk transactions where
investors are buying tax deferral savings and shar-
ing some the tax break with then producer. In such
deals the film is only the latest most viable subject
matter for the tax shelter industry to use in mitiga-
tion of tax obligations of faceless investors who
often care little for or about the film biz. The indus-
try calling these deals subsidies flows from the fact
that they in essence simply a carve up of tax bene-
fits between investors and film producer’s. The film
industry share of ill gotten gains - say 8%-11% of
actual film budget in the case of UK or Ireland sim-

Germany – The back end of the 90’s saw Germany leading the Finance Wave abuses & downturn in the economy led to closure of this gate. 
A Gameplay has evolved where German Media Funds, set up US based subsidiaries to beat the rules of the game.

the appearance of economic

weakness masquerading 

as impregnable strength 

is now a focal business point

TAX CREDITS that are credits against tax may not in reality be cash payable ‘no strings’ money. To
unlock such arrangements one is often required to meet production related compliance requirements.
In this respect dependent on the fine print of the laws at the bottom of the legislative scheme they tend
to be more accurately described as a hybrid version of tax shelter strategy than a pure subsidy payable
in cash regardless of requirements 

CATEGORY FORM USE RATING

Tax Subsidy/ Rebates Cash Direct 10/10         

Tax Exemption/ Rebates Mitigation Direct 6/10 
Of Cost/
Cash

Soft Money Mitigation Direct 5/10 
Of Cost

Tax Shelter Money Cash Require 7/10

Via Tax Deductions 3RD PTY                                    

Tax Credit Shelters Cash/ May 6/10
Offset vs       Require

Tax                   3RD PTY 
or be
Indirect         

SUMMARY: TAX PROGRAM ANALYSIS
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ply provide a free cash source without the need to
give away anything of real economic value.  A
sobering reality to hit those new to tax incentive
based financing is that such deals are not a free
lunch. 

What investors need be they in Berlin or
London is a done deal where a producer
can from blue chip gilt edged sources-

guarantee 100% of investor risk capital back. The
deal you see is not one where an investor ever in
reality wants or necessarily can provide the up
front cash to do the deal. The investor motivation is
simply to avoid a looming tax bill and an investor
will do so by choosing the lesser evil of paying a
lower amount as a pure kick back for the service.
So such deals while a source of free cash that obvi-
ously subsidize a films budget  are not and never
were in pure essence a direct tax subsidy granted
by any of the nations involved. What has to be
remembered is that the deals mentioned are not
what most governments ever intended by such tax
break legislation. The deals mentioned are market
driven distortions that negate the underlying pur-
pose of the laws designed to encourage risk capital
of investors into the business of film. The extent to
which deals play on the form but do not meet the
reality of this purpose is in direct proportion to the
time they remain politically acceptable tax breaks.
To date New Zealand, United Kingdom and
Australian government efforts to close loopholes
allowing abuses of the arrangements designed to
foster true film investment has been ongoing and
increasingly vigilant. Indeed the latest trend can be
seen by the law changes in Iceland and Australia
who have moved to legislative schemes favoring
direct payment by the governments involved to
film makers by way of real tax subsidy incentive
programs of the ilk described in 1-3 above as an
answer to such issues. Many of the programs
require detailed compliance with intricate tax laws
as well as often delicate compliance with intra
national cultural requirements that require the film
maker to comply with many activity and status
based requirements. In result such programs
whether intra nationally or via co production deals
exclude many films and are not viable for many US
market targeted projects. In essence these are net
deals where investors in return for tax deferrals
obtain in essence interest free loans in return for
sharing a set percentage of their tax savings with
productions using contributions to offset produc-
tion cost. Such deals require taxpayer related
investments and require complex time sensitive
arrangements to unlock such funds. In many case
they are not available for many productions due to
the inability to comply with intra national qualifi-
cation criteria. Tax shelters are a money source but
a highly complex one- one requiring the catch-
twenty two of having almost all of the money
upfront to start for use as a guarantee back to
investors for their involvement. 

5. PRODUCTION/ DISTRIBUTION
TAX CREDIT PROGRAMS

These programs also by popular description
are referred to as tax subsidy arrangements
but in truth while closer in form to a pure

subsidy they often may fall foul of many of the
problems of tax shelters. The best examples are the
PSTC and FTC tax credit programs available in
Canada. The actuality of the tax credit programs is
that in trade off of domicile for tax purposes along
with copyright ownership that productions are
entitled to tax credits subject to compliance with
complex qualification criteria. These credits many
think of as being identical to tax subsidy programs
but in essence they are not. The hook is often in the
fine print in that yes you may get the credit in cash
but-and often it is a big but. It is a tax credit which
must be first used to defray other on shore tax lia-
bilities incurred as a consequence of legal domi-
cile of the production in the that jurisdiction. 
Dependent on the nation it is possible to negate on
shore tax\liability and to unlock post the produc-
tion in the next year the tax credit getting it back
in cash. In such situations the result is nearer to a
pure subsidy but it still not the same as a no strings
payment regardless of requirements of legal domi-
cile or tax status. Today after being burned by the
Hollywood glam machine in the past governments
often fire wall such tax credits.

Many programs require if tax credits are not
used to offset local taxes that are not
payable in cash but be used only as carry

forwards. This inevitably as one would suspect may
lead to a plethora of deals with local tax payers sim-

ilar to the tax shelter maze weave to walk a com-
mercial path that unlocks the credit early. Each new
spin in such a game as seen in past changes in the
laws in Canada leads to ever more refined and com-
plex deal making. Deal making always potentially
subject to post contractual attack by legislative or
administrative change. Today many programs have
higher and higher degrees of in built administrative
discretion making the process of compliance not
only involved but also some what uncertain.  In
form as well as substance much of mooted legal
action by Hollywood unions designed to attack such
incentives on the grounds of unfairness is ill found-
ed. Such actions could lie against direct payment
subsidy programs but not against tax credit pro-
grams that form part of the overall resident income
tax code. The ability to amount such claims now
being under cut further due to the tax credit type
programs introduced in US States itself as seen in
Louisiana.

The tax program analysis reveals that the
most useful programs are those in
Category One because they are direct

inputs in the total film finance plan. The money in
tax subsidy programs directly enables producers to
find cash sourced from this money on day one of
the finance plan. The benefit from Category Two
and Three programs is that while contributing to a
reduction of the costs of production these are not
other than for post exemption rebates directly parts
of a film funding program. The lower rating
reflects this fact as while they are very useful to
mitigate project cost they are no help in stacking
the finance deck. 
In reality they may have a negative impact on proj-
ect viability because the impact is to reduce fund-
ing perceptions of other money sources. A lower
total cost number does not necessarily mean a
project is easier to finance. Perversely the fact a
deal now costs $10m rather than 12$m may do
nothing to make the overall financing easier. This
seems an illogical result but it is a rational one in
that the target is 100% for finance purposes
regardless of the budget. In many deals gap equi-
ty-territory sales values-are calculated as set per-
centages of a final budget number. Reducing actu-
al project cost may not make a deal more doable
with the exception of those kind of monopoly
players who are 100% funded up front and are
merely seeking the lowest cost point. 
Any contribution to a project via a subsidy is also
a set percentage and therefore overall the net result
is that a subsidy is of more use for finance purpos-
es than program than mitigates cost. 
To illustrate a 12.5% credit on a $10m deal
unlocks $1.25m and leaves $8.75m to be funded
i.e. 87.5%. If all other finance sources equal 87.5%
then we have a deal. But if we have commitment
from finance sources equal to 87.5% of a what
ever the final budget number is per se? Then “
Houston we have a problem” if the budget is
reduced by 12.5% since nothing from a finance
view has changed other than for the quantum of
the finance target. 
Why?
We are still 12.5% shy of a deal because while
project cost has been reduced from $10m to
$8.75m our finance sources still will only cover
87.5% of the reduced final budget number. 
To non deal makers this seems an absurd result but
bar the ability of a few to mask the numbers in
play it is what is most likely to happen unless we
are dealing with a fully upfront financed deal.
Many will think this is not reality and in a strict
sense it may not appear rather it is more of a
reflection upon of the human nature component of
deal making.
CATEGORY 4 programs have similar impacts to
subsidy arrangements but suffer in rating because
they are problematic. First they rely on third party
brokers and investors coming in to make the dream
doable. Second they require for certainty the posi-
tioning of every other finance source therefore
tend to be a last step rather than the first step in the
finance process. The fact they suffer from being
indirect and rely on third party involvement cre-
ates an initial uncertainty factor that makes financ-
ing a whole lot harder. On the plus side if they are

Luxembourg – Non Residents can benefit 
via a co-production agreement with 

a Resident company.
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more than just tax sharing arrangements then they
present a hedge that supports real gap equity. In
these circumstances they may be the best program
for marginal projects that cannot garner full fund-
ing from traditional sources.
CATEGORY 5 programs can be useful but as
with tax shelters dependency on form can be prob-
lematic and can add rather than reduce project cer-
tainty. The fully financed upfront deal can stand
this type of arrangement the piecemeal jigsaw
player deals find such programs harder to deal
with than straight out subsidies. Especially where
they are reliant on offsets against local current or
future taxes.

IN REVIEW

As can be readily seen it is not just the
amount of a tax incentive that is critical
but it’s timing and form. Not all tax incen-

tive programs are created equal and not all are
equally valued in the process of tax assisted
financing. In short and we shall say it many times
this is bespoke tailoring and requires much preci-
sion in placing the right project with the right
incentive relative to the project finance profile.
The current  “modus operandi” sees some adopt-
ing a one size fits all approach fitting every incen-
tive offered via prêt a porta problem solving
approach. As opposed to adoption of more calcu-
lated methodical surgical dissection of each film’s
potential through a tailored consideration by those
who seek to master the art of finance.

TAX INCENTIVE PROGRAM
ENITLEMENT CRITERIA

A further gloss on the categories of tax incentive
offered and related attractiveness comes in the
detail of the programs. Broadly speaking regard-
less of category any programs real attraction and
adaptability relies more often than not in the devil
hidden in the detail. The starting point for any tax
incentive analysis comes in understanding the
detail of the qualification criteria that form the
basis of entitlement to an incentive. 

ACTIVITY BASED
ENTITLEMENT

Qualification criteria for ACTIVITY
BASED ENTITLEMENTS rely on pure
compliance criteria related to the produc-

tion spend relative to location. In pure form com-
pliance and therefore entitlement to a tax incentive
depends only on spending a set amount of produc-
tion expenses of a particular kind within the juris-
dictional location offering the incentives. Such
programs qualification criteria often exclude intra
jurisdictional double dips (claiming two incentives
in the same location) and set up two step gate
keeper style processes. Depending normally on
past abuse the gate- keeper processes require an
initial application then post production filing and
auditing prior to entitlement and payment of an
incentive. By nature these qualification criteria
focus on the process of production rewarding a

producer for production spend inside a jurisdic-
tion. The focus is on production activity alone
there are no additional status requirements relating
to national origin of talent, crew, genre of film, or
national ownership of copyright. Some ACTIVI-
TY BASED PROGRAMS can require copyright to
be held initially within the nation offering the
incentive some do not. Program entitlements based
purely on activity rather than status related criteria
are by definition the most attractive and easiest to
work with. The more criteria move toward status
style qualifications the harder and more limited the
ability to use an incentive becomes with often the
only way out being to avoid the hooks via co pro-
duction treaty use. The best examples of pure
ACTIVITY BASED style criteria in play today are
Iceland 12 %  and Australia’s 12.5 % both are Tax
Subsidy Rebate Programs. Both are pure form
activity based programs focused on a spending

requirement within the location irrespective of sta-
tus issue compliance.

STATUS BASED ENTITLEMENT

Many national tax incentive programs in
mitigation of a history of past abuse as
well as to placate the objectives of intra

national political correctness place additional bar-
riers by imposition of status based requirements.
In pure form often the harshest status criteria
remove with them the need for activity based
requirements. The most difficult compliance crite-
ria programs are those with elements of both
ACTIVITY and STATUS based criteria. The dou-
ble whammy type programs often while offering
much do so only for a relatively narrow band of
productions.  The finance tight rope requires an
uncertain walk along the finest of legal lines to
ensure entitlements sought are in fact obtained.
Status requirements come in many forms some
require copyright to be owned entirely or partially
on shore by intra national owners others place

requirements on exclusivity of the use of home
jurisdiction based - actors, directors, producers,
crew, qualifying only material written by intra
national citizens or residents and limit genre to
productions of a particular type - e.g. Feature films
not television and tie genre to subject matter and
stories related to the national culture and history.
Such types of status based requirements can
exclude material written and owned by those for-
eign to the nation involved as well as material set
out side the place and culture of such a jurisdic-
tion. The nature of status requirements is a mine-
field one that may explode at any time if applica-
tion and performance vary in any way that crosses
often fine and patriotic driven lines of compliance.
In entitlement assessment of any national tax
incentive program this issue shapes much of the
risk profile. Compliance may cause unacceptable
choices in relation to creative choices within a pro-

duction that may be terminal to the economic
value of a film. Having to use actors, directors,
cinematographers selected on the basis of birth or
residence over real world suitability is not going to
be on a producers wish list. Some criteria are
designed to ensure program use to further objec-
tives related to national cultural origin tied to sup-
port local film production activity and or to pro-
mote tourism by product placement of incentives
giving locations play to a world film audience.

Examples of such status requirements impacted
production choices can be seen in the United
Kingdom S 48 the new Hawaii Incentive Program
the 10 BA Programs of Australia, and many others.

BLENDED ACTIVITY/STATUS
BASED ENTITLEMENT

The blend of activity and status entitlement
criteria is not a bed of roses and in incentive
assessment it is the balance of the blend

that is critical. Some programs offer more activity

Portugal – Offers direct Subsidy Scheme up to $ 650.000. per film from a variety 
of sources Distribution aid capped at $250.000
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and little status requirements these can be attrac-
tive. The real character comes in the teeth of the
status requirements the more the blend mix is tied
to issues related to national origin and status the
narrower and less attractive an incentive often
becomes. So by definition any tax incentive based
finance strategy has to in its formative assessment
phase account for all of the subtle nuances of enti-
tlement criteria impacting the deal.  In many situ-
ations a deal risk profile may be completely
altered by the smallest detail. The fate of big tick-
et deals dying in the hands of allegedly slam-dunk
compliances is the stuff of industry legend.
After our glowing wrap on tax incentives what
could possibly ever go wrong?
Sadly a great deal. There is more to the tax incen-
tive game than ever appears on the surface. Once
we choose a program we become unwilling vic-
tims of each programs entitlement criteria. So can
tax incentive programs be safely used? Yes, but
only - if you follow the program entitlement crite-
ria to the letter. Many players are by definition for-
eigners in foreign lands, the rules sometimes do
not make legal or even normal common sense and
can be both unfair and unjust.

WHAT TO DO WHEN WE ARE
ALREADY NAVIGATING THE

FINANCIAL TRACK

The nature of the game whether we are jig-
saw or monopoly players means that often
means we are navigating the financial path

where it is often too late in the game to think of
turning back. The studio money is pouring in yet
the multi national co production deal template is in
still only in ‘inspiration’ mode. The facts and cir-
cumstances conflict with the detail of the plan.
Entitlements to an incentive often require compli-
ance with a tight regulatory scheme that despite
misplaced optimism is mutually exclusive. When
past or current acts move matters outside program
corridors, navigating the financial track, one can-
not take a different course. In most situations there
is no turning back after a tax incentive entitlement
has been plugged into the deal and the film is
already in production. 
Whether you’re a monopoly or jigsaw player
things in action change and even if one initially
conforms to program entitlement criteria it may be
a neat trick to ensure on going deal conduct stays
inside the rules. Often late in a deal circumstances
change much of what was already in place. The
problem in the hyped to hell space of tax incentive
program illusions is that sadly many local players
are least suited to give advice. What is of signifi-
cance and what is not is often least- seen by those

motivated self interest.  In relation to the piece
they hold they are overly optimistic on whether
this or that can be massaged thereby undermining
the whole finance plan. Entitlements falsely or
wrongly claimed carry heavy civil and criminal
penalties. In addition the prospect of public humil-
iation for a miss intended grabbing of the wrong
incentive at the wrong time. In many cases the use
and perspective of global  a film strategist follow-
ing the principles of the art of finance would have
avoided such traps.

ENTITLEMENTS EASILY 
GO AWRAY

Tax incentive program traps for old and
young hands alike are by definition any-
thing but obvious and therefore may not be

capable of avoidance.  Half way through filming
you checked everything was going as intended and
you felt safe. Now you are half way through mar-
keting still awaiting post production- the check.
You advisor from foreign nation X even tells you
that  “the check is in the mail”- you wait expec-
tantly. Nothing can go wrong or so it would seem.
Yet it does it goes way wrong, it seems early in the
ownership or production cycle that the program
criteria were not met. Neither you nor your agent
is at fault yet you carry the can. Sorry there are no
excuses even though you didn’t do it or in fact
even know about the issue in question. Careful ini-
tial due diligence searches must ensure program
compliance audits along the production process.
Most entitlement criteria require compliance crite-
ria require two-step gatekeeper processes. Passing
through the first gate for initial approval only
engenders a false sense of security. Even worse
than being disentitled is the prospect of civil lia-
bility to other deal participants for any short falls.
The specter of criminal sanctions for attempting to
falsely claim an incentive are a real problem and
while unmerited may need to be defended anyway.

TITULAR PRODUCTION 
COMPANY TRAPS

The use on shore titular production compa-
nies is a whole subject in it self. However
the following insights may be of use. First,

never set up legal scenarios where legal duty and
interest conflicts as regardless of intent the result
will always lead to disaster. In attempting to save
money and or narrow risk many foreigners seek to
appoint on shore lawyers, brokers, tax consultants
and accountants as the heads of titular production
companies. The good intentions on both sides are
doomed to failure as appointing those who are
responsible for program compliance as the sole
source of program execution is major mistake.
Why? Well simple in the event of dispute an
accountant who is also the player you have nomi-
nated to do the deal on your behalf has unwitting-
ly allowed their duty and your interest to conflict.
The fox is charge of the hen house a major audit
firm would kill this on day one. You cannot have
people who are legally invested in the obligations

Spain – A subsidy program which offers capped contributions to Spanish registered 
companies making Spanish nationality orientated films.
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of program compliance also responsible for the
financial management. Even if they are the most
trust worthy people on the planet they and you in
the event of even innocent abuse will have no legal
answer or defense against the authorities or other
deal participants involved. 

So use separate parties who each have differ-
ent interests and duties it may cost most but
it with out side auditors gives you at least

three levels of deal insurance. The process done
right costs more but this is a small price given
what is at stake. So what is best? In our view use
on shore alliances that are real with those who are
players in the game. This ensures legal substance
and commercial viability as such alliances mean
that real expertise rather than name only expertise
is in play in the production process. A true execu-
tive or co producer credit should be a matter of
substance not just posed for legal form. The key is
in separating the financial and management con-
trols so that there at all times exists independence
in form an in fact. The Arthur Anderson type
nightmare now faced and visited upon many blue
chip American investment banks and public com-
panies stems from this one issue. Given the scruti-
ny inherent in tax incentive programs by all gov-
ernment bodies tempting fate by cheap cost cutting
simplistic solutions is never a viable solution.
COMPLIANT FORM VERSUS COM-

PLIANT SUBSTANCE

Entitlements can further be lost due to act or
omissions that appear to create compliance
where in fact they create nothing of the sort.

Where it is only the form of and not the actuality of
substance then entitlement compliance carries real
economic and political risk as well as potential loss

of liberty. The only appropriate defense to such an
outcome is to do adequate due diligence and keep
highly detailed accurate records to provide evidential
integrity against such claims. Advance legal opinion
on known legal facts may well avert a legal challenge
and at very least provide a credible defense against
criminal sanctions. In case of doubt full and frank
disclosure is the only viable option. Truth may not be
a complete defense but it will provide a credible
answer to post allegations of fraudulent conduct.

A CASE STUDY LEADING TO
REVERSAL OF ENTITLEMENT

STATUS

Aproducer from afar now lately of Los
Angeles dared to dream in relation to a
production with a prophetic name. The

film in question to qualify tax shelter investors
required that initial write offs pre production be
sanctioned post investment by the actual making
of the film within a proscribed period of invest-
ment. The investors had claimed up front tax write
offs that could only be preserved by actual com-
pletion of the film. Alas our adventurous producer
neglected to complete the picture needed to save
face with his investors who essentially only want-
ed a tax write off and could care less about the
enterprise at hand. A novel solution came to mind
whereby the producer took another completed film
also made by him. Changed the title in the hope
the tax office would not realize it was in fact a dif-
ferent picture to the one that was the basis for the
tax claim. Who said old titles were over valued!
Well wouldn’t you know it there was a film buff in
the tax office eager to see this latest offering to
world cinema and the ruse was brought out. The

investor’s lost their tax write offs and the producer
faced criminal liability over the fated attempt at
entitlement compliance. The producer to the sur-
prise of some was lucky to escape with a fine
under a plea bargain. All matters certified must be
supported by sufficiently probative evidence to
sanctify the assertions being made. 

COPYRIGHT STRIPPING

Using a multinational tax incentive based
finance strategy makes one adept at in the
art and science of copyright stripping.

Copyright stripping is legal fact of life for those
who seek to double dip tax incentive programs
with what appear to be prima facie mutually
exclusive entitlement qualification criteria.
Modern tax incentive programs and co production
treaties require investors and or other participants
to hold copyright interests as part of the qualifica-
tion criteria. This can become a major headache
where under the games in play two groups must
own and or control copyright interests at apparent-
ly the same time. The art of such compliance relies
on use of joint, multiple, delayed, divided and
stripped copyright schemes all of which can create
minefields of in relation to compliance certainty.
In brief the following techniques illustrate the
mechanics of the art form that is copyright strip-
ping. Whether these work in a specific situation
depends on the detail of the entitlement criteria in
play.

• Jointly Held - Copyright is owned jointly by
participants domiciled in each nation in percent-
ages required under the programs in play.

United Kingdom –  No Subsidy Programs, but specific & non specific industry Tax Shelter Program.
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In 2003 yet again market conditions dominate a
scene where small players strive to survive and
big players aim to beat the rules of engagement

by lowering the risks of the game. Hollywood is in
many cases being given yet another chance and a
different way to exploit the lure of foreign shores.
For the nations involved the political appeal is
obvious lower risk of fiscal abuse with a positive
cost benefit result for all in economic terms. 
Tax incentive programs - how they work, how to
use them and how to cover your back is the new
epicenter of film industry gossip. Tax incentive
programs were once poor hand me down cousins
when compared to traditional film finance tech-
niques. Viewed as somewhat shady relations when
compared to more pristine funding routes they
have recently matured into the flavor of the day.
Today many in the business of film flock to the lat-
est of incentive spins without a true appreciation of
a fundamental underlying implication. The men-
tality of much of the film industry in relation to tax
incentive programs historically and currently has
been very much of use and abuse. To date this has
resulted in tax incentive program climate of con-
stant change as loopholes and deals are opened
and closed in response to perceived abuses across
many national borders. In the current climate
where such programs are being offered on a whole
sale basis and are becoming a legitimate part if not
the cornerstone of many film finance strategies it
is madness to promote excesses that may lead to
the death of this now newly legitimized finance
tool. 

The socio path type persona of American
Psycho Patrick Bateman is alive and doing
well in many film finance deals as the

nations involved see only the veneer of Hollywood
deal making playing by those who play the tax
incentive game. Bateman’s character in American
Psycho intoned that he was merely  “ a shell of
human being one not really there a person every
one saw but who underneath it all was not really
ever there.” He could not have not have described
more eloquently the role of titular foreign produc-
tion companies in penetrating the veil of interna-
tional tax incentive program compliance. At stake
in 2003 world film finance arena is the ongoing
presence and viability of tax incentive programs.
The goal for the film biz is to convince those in
power to keep and advance such programs. This
can only be done if the economic substance and
benefits of the programs in place can be shown to
those in power to have worked. The film business
has more to gain by playing the game properly
than by adopting a short-term “ greed is good” “
catch me if you can” mentality.  In reality once
self- involved inspired instincts kick in it is all to
easy to think it is a dog eat dog world out there one
where if we don’t go for the jugular all others will.
What is interesting is that those who merely flirt
with the substance miss the economic potential of
exploiting the meat of what is on offer.  Playing
the tax incentive game properly it is submitted is
the best short as well as long-term economic
choice for film industry survival. Often those who
think they know most are least able to see what it
is that they miss. One of the cruel ironies taking
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CATEGORY 1 2 3 4 5

Country
Australia Y Y Y Y –
Belgium – – – Y –
Canada – – – – Y
Netherlands – – – Y –
Germany – – – – –
Italy –         –              –                P             –
Ireland –               –              –                    Y            – 
Iceland Y              Y             – – –                     
France – – Y – –
Luxembourg – – – Y – 
Spain Y – – – –
South Africa – – – Y –
United Kingdom – – – Y –
New Zealand – Y – Y –     
United States – – – – –

Hawaii Y – – Y –
Louisiana Y Y Y – Y 
New Mexico – Y Y – Y 
Oklahoma Y Y – – –

THE BUSINESS OF FILM A MASTER GUIDE TO 
TAX INCENTIVES ACROSS THE WORLD

Key: To the Master Guide to Tax Incentives Around the World.

Y= YES; P = Proposed; –  =  No or if so not material;
The categories of incentive are as per the early descriptions.

Category Numbers Index

1. Tax Subsidy / Rebate Programs. 2. Tax Exemption/ Rebate  3. Soft Money 
4. Tax Shelters 5. Tax Credit Off Sets.

Tax Subsidy/Rebates                      Tax Shelter/Credits

THE BUSINESS OF FILM’S DEFINITIVE LOOK AT TAX INCENTIVE PROGRAMS

SETS OUT THE GUIDE TO WHAT IS ON OFFER AROUND THE WORLD IN 2003.

Netherlands – The real potential lies in the 50% local spend requirement through Co-production
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place in this area of film finance is that such self-
destructive conduct destroys not only the basis of
such programs but does so by way of a misguided
applications at great cost to all participants. Many
who take tax incentive money do so without
understanding the true ability to assess the optimal
strategy options in economic terms for acquisition
of funding and risk aversion.

THE FIRST STEPS  & PRINCI-
PLES IN THE ART 

OF TAX BASED FINANCE

Reading and understanding the concept and
detail of some programs is enough to send
the sanest of us around the bend trying to

appreciate the hidden sub text. The convulsions of
tax relief attainment under many incentive pro-
grams has all the appeal of a damp squid for those
who just want to make a motion picture. The value
of an incentive program depends not so much on
its raw dollar value but on the value to you. Value
to you in relation to each projects specific finance
profile in question. Broad-brush assumptions are
redundant there are no ‘off the rack’ solutions.
Bespoke tailoring at its highest level is required
there are no cookie cutter solutions to answer
every film finance problem of the day.

ARE YOU PLAYING 
JIGSAW  OR MONOPLY?  

Currently there two games being played in
relation to tax incentives and the out come
of a financing arrangements often depends

on which game you are playing. A simple but often
confusing starting point lies in deciding and com-
prehending  which is  your game  play. Jigsaw
players have no risk capital to play with they need
to fit all the pieces of the finance puzzle together.
Monopoly players are all well heeled researched
and have all the necessary risk capital up front to
green light a picture. In short they know they can
make the picture and are merely seeking the most
cost effective way to lower film budget expenses
by best utilization of capital practice. The current
nation over nation lemming philosophy of out
doing each other by a “my incentive is bigger than
your incentive” philosophy ignores the fundamen-
tal realities in play. Realities where jigsaw players
see incentive programs as a vital deal chip in the
film finance game. The very nature and existence
of project financing and creative structure can be
altered irrevocably by such incentives. Where for
monopoly players such incentive programs impact
in different ways. They are the icing on the cake
and while valuable may not be determinative in the
finance process or in relation to other creative and
financial imperatives. Often there is much confu-
sion over this simplistic start point by all involved.
Those who create, administer, advise and poten-
tially use such programs often confuse value with
worth. 
Jigsaw or monopoly distinctions while obvious
enough in concept are oft

ignored in practice. In reality there are only a few
who really can play monopoly. Most of the rules
‘in motion’ change dependent on the kind of
finance tool being deployed.

The Jigsaw Game Rules

Jigsaw players have a zero sum game to think
out. A pert analysis of finance strategy choic-
es available would show two distinct out-

comes. Denial or unavailability of an incentive
means there will be no money to make the picture-
full stop. Reliance on a tax incentive program
brings with it a host of related creative and finan-
cial imperatives flowing from the nationality of the
program choice in issue. Once taken on these
become risk factors as they remain even if the
incentive does not come to fruition. A further crit-
ical factor lies in the timing and payment of such
incentives whether or not they are capable of being
self-funding and or require collateral finance sup-
port. An incentive program that swallows already
precious capital may in reality reduce a films real
finance viability quotient if it does not add to fund-
ing availability. In a hard market getting ones
hands on hard money has a systemic value way
above that of the raw dollar amounts involved.
Cash for independents means cash flow in the
form of enhanced ability to meet project costs.
Deals that soak up existing financial resources but
are not in themselves a source of finance may be
more problematic than they are worth. A crucial
factor missed by those who structure such pro-
grams is that real value relates to use-ability not
purely financial quantum. Jigsaw players have to
take risks as they have no choice and so are more
prone to failure.  Jigsaw players often cannot take
the lowest raw cost option they need to take the
deal that fits the deal chips together. One that may
have a much higher raw cost but the chip stacking
makes it viable over a lower cost deal devoid of
such potentials.

The Monopoly Game Rules

Monopoly players have a plethora of
choice they are in essence cherry pickers
in the tax incentive market. Who can

fund the whole deal but who crave lower costs and
access to clean off balance sheet finance. The
choice for them is between any number of creative
and financial imperatives. The existence of an
incentive is not determinative as a motivational
factor for such players. Once committed however
such players are at risk not only for the value of the
incentive but for any net risk of all cost and bene-
fits that flow from that choice. At stake that posi-
tion measured against the opportunity cost of what
was the next best choice. The out come potential
for such players is never zero sum it more about
how and where. STAR WARS will always be
made it is merely a matter of where and for how
much. As we alluded to in our article FILM
FINANCE SURVIVOR 2002 such choices are of
late complex amalgams of financial and creative
imperatives. However a wrongful assessment of
what finance options are available across a number
of jurisdictions due to not being hungry enough
can come at a huge price. The price of lost savings
that could be used on other projects can be an
enormous and pin points the fact that those who
play monopoly still face the significant risk of
losses albeit they often unseen.  

PLAYING THE BOARD GAME

OF YOUR CHOICE

Deal factoring is how one can play the game
of ones choice.  The process is vital the
following strategic approach path will

maximize entitlement options.
First- Assessment on a- jurisdiction by jurisdic-
tion- basis of all cost factors via accurate budget
assessment of all intra jurisdictional costs adjusted
for exchange rate and local specific cost inputs.
Second- Creative Assessment as to how this
choice impacts on a projects creative wish list and
final on screen production values.
Third- Sales value how all the respective and cre-

Iceland –  Scheme is a pure Tax Subsidy triggered by the formation 
of a local domiciled production company.
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ative financial imperatives affect the nature of and
availability of pre sale finance strategy as well as
distribution release strategy.
Four- The program detail as to quantum, self-
finance quotient, viability and ability to allow-
cross and co financing strategy options both intra
and extra territorially. Impact overall on all financ-
ing windows- such as ability to lead to other incen-
tives or restrict and or terminate double dip use
with other programs. What are the real prices
weighed against real benefits of the program. 
The strategy outline provides an assessment
process that will necessarily lead to the creation of
a viability model tailored to the specific film in
question. Such a process then can be used to cre-
ate comparisons with other financing models. All
modeled assessment adjusted for the risks and
rewards relative to the decision choice in question. 

WHAT KEEPS JIGSAW PLAYERS POOR

IS USING MONOPOLY APPROACHES

TO PROBLEM SOLVING

Ajigsaw player mentality can never under
estimate or ignore the delicate nature and
value of the modeled approach as the way

to redemption. The monopoly mentality often
takes an Ostrich head in the sand method, because
in most cases the player can just sell off another
house and still survive. In the real world monopoly
players have not only endless money but also multi
national presences that allow them in both produc-
tion and distribution matters to cross weave deal
solutions seamlessly. What makes Monopoly play-
ers less well heeled than they otherwise would be
is in not being as aggressive as a Jigsaw player or
conversely in being too aggressive when one does
not have to be. The only edge independents still
have lies in the fact that many monolithic monop-
oly structures in action often work at odds against
the best use of available tools.   Independents pre-

dominantly are jigsaw players who are just lucky
enough if it all works in putting the deal chips
together. Tax incentive programs offer a vital new
way of making the necessary elements stack up,
how to make accurate assessments is the key. 

GAME PLAY ASSESSMENT MOD-
ELING

Assessment modeling analysis requires
detailed consideration of specific project
elements under the tax incentive strategy

in play. Trade off assessment in today’s world is a
highly complex matter and the following insights
foreshadow the complexity of the processes in
play. A 12.5% tax rebate (Australia) may look bet-
ter than a 12% tax rebate as per ( Ice Land) but nei-
ther may appear as good as a 15% tax rebate (
Oklahoma) and all may fare better or worse than
other incentives on offer around the globe on pure
raw dollar basis. A quick study would imply one
should jurisdiction shop the world for the best deal
and take the highest incentive on offer. The reality
is of course different, as the  “visible” rate of an
incentive while of great import in the finance puz-
zle has to survive in a much wider set of circum-
stances that can only be appreciated by way of
trade off assessment.

TRADE OFF 
ASSESSMENT FACTORING

Exchange rate implications assessed via
budget cost structure comparisons by juris-
diction analysis can radically change the

initial assessment profile. A face view after just
consideration of this one trade off would reveal
that Australia is a way better choice due to its low
currency value and therefore superior exchange
rate for US dollars when compared to Iceland or a
US domiciled deal. Often exchange rate differen-

tials can wipe out an incentive completely making
the deal on offer neutral. Monopoly players care
about net, net implications such as net incentive
value of currency differentials. Jigsaw players may
wear adverse currency costs as they are more
focused on the percentage the incentive gives to
the total finance target than what the target per se
is their attitude will vary also dependent on the
ability to self finance the incentive. Real deal eco-
nomics require accurate budget assessment
accounting not just for exchange rate differences
but also for real cost factors present in each juris-
diction. Each jurisdiction comes with its own
peculiar to the locale cost benefits and burdens.
Great care must be taken in the study and concep-
tual understanding of these costs and benefits. 

The costs of labor and talent relative to SAG
rates and the reach of Global Rule one vary
from place to place. Liability for rates,

residuals, ability to work local union staffing ratio
rules and specific to the locale labor compliance
rules related to safety and hours of work. There
can be dependent on the place vast differences on
financial and creative imperatives due to these
rules. The Global Rule one can dependent on the
nation can have a vast impact on local unions on
foreign shores that have deals with SAG such as
Australia. Others do not and that uncertainty can
be costly. The rates charged to productions under
the OZ treaty with SAG imposes different rates
dependent on character of the production- big tick-
et US projects pay the highest rates- international
co productions get to avoid such liability due to a
loophole in the agreement. 

The concept of accounting for the net tax
benefit on a tax relative to tax basis must be
kept firmly in mind. Such an assessment is

aimed at determining the net value of the incentive
after accounting for all other related to the juris-
diction tax factors. By this is meant accounting for
locale taxes such as
( VAT - UK - FRANCE - IRELAND)( GST-AUS-
TRALIA)( RETAIL SALES TAX - as in many US
States.). Payroll tax, stamp duty, state and or fed-
eral taxes forgiven or charged. Tax assessment is a
vital assessment chip as normally within each dif-
ferent nation there are different tax compliance
issues in relation to on and off screen talent, direc-
tors, writers, and producers at both State and
Federal levels relative to jurisdiction related
income, capital gains and or withholding taxes on
non residents. Some jurisdictions charge withhold-
ing taxes on foreign nonresident on screen talent
performing in the locale but not off screen unless
they have residence or are seen to be conduction
on shore trade or business.  Each nations tax poli-
cy has to be carefully appreciated- Australia for
example gives a 12.5% tax incentive on total pro-
duction spend spent in Australia including that
spend on foreign talent who perform inside
Australia. This is no doubt a real attraction in this
but a 30% withholding tax applies on foreign actor
loan our corporations applies to such income
earned by the talent. 

Acareful reading of a producer tax indemni-
ty agreement might make potentially due
to the Australia- US double tax treaty

clause trapping taxes in Australia if there is no US

Hawaii – The state offers an investment tax credit program that rebates up to 4% of all in state produc-
tion spend on goods and services and a credit of 7.25% on hotel accommodation spends.
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income to offset for a US actor make a producer
liable for the difference. So why go for a 12.5%
incentive which might yield a 10% over all fund-
ing input assuming a 70% on shore spend when in
the deal making the 30% on shore tax liability for
major US Talent at say 30% of budget may nibble
away 9% as compared with a jurisdiction that
exempts foreign on screen talent. In practice tax
indemnity agreements normally kick in only in
relation to threshold rate differences but where
there is a lawyer there is a way and a sharp US
agent will seek tax equality for the talent fee posi-
tion. This explains why much major talent sudden-
ly now are producers as well as talent as producer
fees are off screen earns and are in many places
taxed differently from on a screen performances.
As can be quickly seen accurate appreciation of
the net of all taxes impact on a budget is vital. The
price of claiming many incentives requires local
legal domicile which means exposure to local
taxes and some incentives are not rebates but off-
sets that only mature as local to the jurisdiction tax
offsets. Great care in compliance with all local tax
rules is required and may due to the need to use tit-
ular production companies entail use of local resi-
dents for control things which carries with it com-
pliance risks that impact a deal but which one may
not have control of. The real price of tax incentive
program then is the real issue in trade off assess-
ment and the real price like all real costs is not
obvious and comes wrapped in many differing
guises. Most programs require money to spent
inside a jurisdiction. Others require even more
such as minimum use of local creative and pro-
duction inputs. Such requirements are hidden in
the detail of most tax incentive programs coming
in what you can and can’t do in what you are
exposed to the choice of the jurisdiction. Impacts
on other tax shelter opportunities both in and out
of a jurisdiction are critical. In jurisdiction shop-
ping dove tailing each nations incentive programs
with another under formal co production treaties
may make the critical difference in the overall
finance picture. 

In such arrangements while one nation may be
lower in net costs than another that is not the
end of it. In the event a nations program terms

are too restrictive then it may loose out to a higher
cost nation with less valuable incentives but where
that program has more flexibility. Flexible incen-
tive program terms are critical to co- financing
arrangements they are what allows a game to be
played. This is high art and is a very specific area
of expertise one that may lead to either nirvana or
disaster. For a jigsaw player this one factor alone
may be critical as for a jigsaw player sole reliance
on one nations incentive is winner takes all game
play. One with the potential if it does not work to
end the game in a disaster mode with the film left
unfinished due to the domino effect on finance
plan. The Jigsaw player needs to pull together the
pieces from all programs- combining Nation A-
production cash back rebates with Nation B tax
shelter - sale and lease back distribution deal with
part of a global pre sale strategy. Today a 12.5%
incentive is worth more than the sum of its parts, it
may be only a starting point that leads to a deal
chip that leads to another which allows the jigsaw
packager to complete the puzzle. In 2003 many
deals may not happen unless tax incentive process-
es are put in play. 

So a strange reality comes to pass where the
value of an incentive both at a threshold and
net level with total production budget cost

are not as relevant as other imperatives. For jigsaw
players higher budgets under one finance plan over
another are not deal breakers because of the col-
lective impact of net production cost relative to net
finance opportunity peculiar to that option.
Inability to fit a program in a bigger package of
deal chips is the real deal breaker in 2003 and
overrides in many cases all other considerations. 
Monopoly players can choose the lowest cost
budget because they do not need to indulge in the
making the puzzle fit the chips as is required of
jigsaw players. Another new deal breaker that
twists optimal finance strategy optimal equilibri-
um trade off assessment comes in the impact any
tax incentive has on the creative imperatives in
play and how these relate to ultimate sales value of

the filmed entertainment product under considera-
tion. 
If one compromises creative choice in favor of
such programs there is a very real creative price.
Outside of having your creative wish list trashed in
many areas which is difficult enough for all
inspired producer and director driven agendas. The
compromise of creative choice can and does have
a creative price in the economic value of the filmed
entertainment in issue. The critical issue is will
such compromises in creative choice enforced by
the finance plan needed to meet tax incentive pro-
gram requirements diminish the finished value of
product. In short do the choices you have to make
cut away at core production values to the point the
deal makes “ no on screen economic” sense. In this
game run more and more by lawyers, accountant,
tax officers, bankers and financiers and less and
less by real producer’s such thinking seldom sur-
faces. The result is often poor product that
inevitably performs below expectation, just
because you can make it does not mean you
should. The highest hidden cost may well come in
the paucity of economic value a product made
purely for tax incentive lucre may end up creating
for all involved. Home video shelves are full of
second tier product thrown together to satisfy
finance agenda but at the price of the loss of what
should and would have been its real economic
value. After all the nickel and dime analysis is
done one must always ask. Do we have a viable
film in our target markets? Indeed the choice of
one jurisdiction over another must be a decision
always tempered by concern for - the creative
inputs- related to spin off value- related to pre and
post- production sales values. Intra jurisdictional
factors such as local talent values, talent/crew
depth, and location suitability factoring can never
be ignored. The viability of a location, the look
and the accent used by actors on film all impact
such value assessment.  The use of local actors
speaking in US accents with poor location suit-
ability and poor production value look on screen
has caught even the industries biggest players. The
result is yes they made a cheap deal but no they did
not profit from it as the resulting product tanked

New Zealand – New Zealand’s picture postcard locations  shown to full effect in The Lord of the Rings  Trilogy have benefitted 
the country’s tourism, and boosted the local economy beyond expectations.
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due to inherent lack of appeal in the target market.
At present much runaway production analysis is
focusing on the success of the product made as
much as on the lowered cost. In some cases film-
ing at home in Hollywood would have been by far
the best choice even though it may be the most
expensive option. This is the best argument SAG
may have against the runaway production train.
Television production seems to be more critically
subject to local origination factors than film. Many
off shore television projects suffer most from poor
on screen production values. 

GAME DYNAMICS SEEN
THROUGH CASE STUDY

ANALYSIS 

A better appreciation of the complex
issues at stake can be gleaned from a
quick look via case study approach. 

For our purpose we have chosen one of the
latest incentive programs to hit the world
stage the 12.5% incentive lunched (yes, we

do mean lunched) by Australia. The program
detail appears later in article but sufficed to say it
is an attractive direct subsidy program paid on all
on shore production spend that meets the program
criteria. As stated the budget is affected by labor
rates and the local SAG treaty exempts co-produc-
tions from full SAG impacts. The local withhold-
ing tax on foreign actors may be a negative budg-
et factor. The real issue is that the program bars on
shore double dipping with tax shelter breaks but
allows off shore double dips with second nation
tax shelters. The program is activity based and the
low level of status criteria requiring local content,
genre and copyright make it very flexible as a deal
chip when put with a second nation tax incentive
program under a co production deal. The attraction
then of Australia is an easy rebate subsidy paid in
cash post production in a low cost exchange rate
environment combined with the ease of use rela-
tive to other co production partners home based
tax incentive programs. A 70% production spend
on shore to get 12.5% Australian incentive will
cover 10% total budget combined with a 30% UK
spend under a Co production via a sale and lease
back using the copyright not trapped in Australia
to yield another 10% of total budget in tax shelter
money. The net result is a low total budget cost rel-
ative to the US and EU funded by a 10% rebate
and 10% tax shelter contribution under a co pro-
duction that ensures good profile in two key mar-
kets. In result such a deal play reduces the gap to
be financed by pre sales and gap equity to 80% of
the co production budget. 
The 20% already funded by the tax incentive pro-
grams for little real cost is a deal maker compared
to the price of equity or sell off of territories. A
critical trade off assessment with other options
will show that it will be hard to beat the mix of
hard cash and low overall cost compared to say a
EU based co production. In analysis the Australian
cash back incentive combined with a low
exchange rate, (58c US to $1 A) low on shore cost

in puts and double dip flexibility is a highly attrac-
tive to all players. For monopoly players it is a
“slam dunk” even without a co production deal as
it factors out as low cost relative to creative choice
and production values over all other jurisdictions.
For jigsaw players the freedom of copyright and
lack of cultural agenda driven status requirements
mean the incentive is a valuable building block.
The direct rebate paid post production means there
is a higher degree of certainty upfront as there is
no need to seek third party tax shelter investors or
others. The crucial factor is that the things that
appeal most about a program to monopoly players
may not matter to jigsaw players. Things such as
location, accent, acceptable talent, and crew depth
are all vital but not if you have reduced choice
options, in jigsaw game plays they are less deter-
minative. 

The loss of the ability to package other sup-
port equity onshore via tax shelter arrange-
ments handicaps a jigsaw player under the

OZ program and forces a global play. The mix of
a foreign presale combined with gap equity
requires considerable skill and artifice to pull off.
The concepts of multi national co financing and co
production bring with them high levels of com-
plexity, economic and political risk. In the jigsaw
play a player must use this incentive as a bargain-
ing chip and not an end game solution.  A jigsaw
player with a 50% pre sale and 30% gap equity
secured over unsold territory potential plus the
20% from an Australian/ UK co production tax
rebate/tax shelter mix may makeup the finance
puzzle to be placed together to attain full funding.
The OZ incentives viability in the context of world
film finance game remains to be seen and is as
much a product of world film finance climate fac-
tors as it is of local jurisdictional factors. Jigsaw
play is not an easy game to play. The task for each
project is to define the optimal financing plan by
assembling all viable pieces that may be able to be
fitted together. Success is never guaranteed it is
however more attractive than the more likely nor-
mal process entailed in many years of battling
around in the wilderness of studio production and
distribution hell. There are many ways one can fit
the pieces together by co financing via distribution
deals, gap equity, short fall insurance (Yes- it is
still possible) and other tax shelter deals off shore.
Sales values created by artfully constructed co
production deals may create strong multiple terri-
tory values as well as core target market value.
Ability to access a quality P & A window in the
critical US market may yield little up front money
today from that market but may flow through to
underpin all foreign downstream values. Even
making foreign presales possible in a soft market
where the market norm would be a no go result.
The true skill in 2003 is to cut production cost
while preserving core production values and ulti-
mate sale values. Such an approach coupled with a
viable finance plan as part of an overall structure
accommodating   adequate release strategies is
critical to films financial future. 

OUR GUIDE TO TAX INCEN-

TIVE SPEAK

Despite much talk and endless description at
industry seminars and in magazines there
is little real reasoned industry commentary

or understanding available in relation to the basics
of the whole subject. One of the essential tools in
the mastery of any new skill lies in an appreciation
of fundamentals. 
In relation to TAX INCENTIVE PROGRAMS
there is much confusion and misuse of both jargon
and concept. To date we can find no clear-cut
authoritative definitions adequately defining key
film industry tax incentive terminologies. In the
interest of development of such a set of industry
standards The Business of Film has attempted to
create a jargon profile suitable for such a purpose.
Much press comment and almost all rhetoric by
industry participants is wrongly applied and more
often than not completely misunderstood in the
context of underlying substance.

TWO DISTINCT FORMS 

TAX SUBSIDY PROGRAMS 
& TAX SHELTER PROGRAMS

TAX SUSBIDY PROGRAMS these are direct
government programs Federal and or State that
pay hard cash in the form of rebates or provide
reductions in local intra state expenses that other
than for minimal requirements relating to the
locale and amounts of production spend can be
triggered on an as of right basis. They do not
require other layers of complexity such as inter
relational play with other tax issues nor need third
party participants such a locally domiciled tax
avoidance minded investors as a pre entitlement
qualification compliance factor.

TAX SHELTER PROGRAMS

These programs universally via local income tax-
capital gains tax programs give incentives to pro-
ducers and film investors to mitigate tax liability
via the style of the shelter. In usual form they
amount to a money source via sharing of third
party tax benefits and or use of tax status to miti-
gate producer on shore self created tax liability.

TAX SUBSIDY PROGRAMS

1. PRODUCTION RELATED TAX
SUBSIDY/REBATES

These are cash back subsidies/ rebates that return
in cash to a producer money to pay for the pro-
duction cost as quid pro quo for shooting in a par-
ticular place. Such payments are subject to qualifi-
cation criteria but are direct payments that are not
offsets against other programs or other income tax
or other related obligations. In essence these are
pure cash grants- See Australia- Iceland as models
of such pure subsidy programs. No investors are
required entitlement is the only issue.
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IN SHORT FREE MONEY IN CASH WITH
NO STRINGS OTHER THAN COMPLIANCE
WITH THE MANTRA OF ENTITLEMENT
CRITERIA.

2. PRODUCTION RELATED TAX

EXEMPTIONS

These are tax incentives that come in the form of
exemption from various taxes such as payroll,
sales tax, vat type taxes, stamp duty. The form
maybe by either up front exemption or by later
rebate of sums paid initially. See-Hawaii-
Louisiana- New Mexico style programs.

MOSTLY IN THE FORM OF CASH SAVINGS

VIA EXEMPTIONS SOMETIMES PAID

AFTER EXPENDITURE VIA CASH BACK

REBATES

3. PRODUCTION RELATED SOFT
EXPENSE INCENTIVES

The provision of soft expenses such as low interest
production finance loans, reduced permit fees and
low price cost of state, city or federal services.
Such programs while not direct cash payments
save production cash by reduction of below the
line cost components.  
DEFACTO MONEY SOURCES COMING 
VIA DIRECT REDUCTION OF EXPENSE
BILLING NOT NORMALLY DIRECT 
CASH PAYMENTS.

TAX SHELTER PROGRAMS

4. PRODUCTION/ DISTRIBUTION
INVESTOR TAX SHELTERS

These programs are wrongly called subsidies
by the unknowing because they in net result
provide producers with a set percentage of

cash with which to mitigate production cost in
return for involvement in the film. In pure form
these tax shelters legislated via often tailor made
tax break laws are aimed at attracting investors to
invest in film production and distribution. Today
across a number of jurisdictions the net result of
these shelters is that producers can for giving up
little more than an illusory share in the back end in
a picture raise cash by sharing tax savings with
investors. Essential this a deal with the devil there
is no repeat no real risk equity cash raising going
on in most of these deals despite all the illusions of
form. The deals in common form use are called or
referred to as subsidy deals but this in truth a com-
plete distortion of reality. In most business enter-
prises when cash is raised investors are placing on
the table of life equity or debt that entitles a return
relative to the risk of loss being undertaken. Today
true gap equity or debt deals that finance films are
few and far between and if done are secured by
real economic values of unsold revenue rights that
collateralize the risk and provide more than an illu-

sory share in back end. Tax shelters in play as seen
in the Sale Lease Back transactions in the United
Kingdom or production investment syndication
funds in Germany are not predicated on such
notions. To be sure economic values underpin the
deal but they are low to no risk transactions where
investors are buying tax deferral savings and shar-
ing some the tax break with then producer. In such
deals the film is only the latest most viable subject
matter for the tax shelter industry to use in mitiga-
tion of tax obligations of faceless investors who
often care little for or about the film biz. The indus-
try calling these deals subsidies flows from the fact
that they in essence simply a carve up of tax bene-
fits between investors and film producer’s. The film
industry share of ill gotten gains - say 8%-11% of
actual film budget in the case of UK or Ireland sim-
ply provide a free cash source without the need to
give away anything of real economic value.  A
sobering reality to hit those new to tax incentive
based financing is that such deals are not a free
lunch. 

What investors need be they in Berlin or
London is a done deal where a producer
can from blue chip gilt edged sources-

guarantee 100% of investor risk capital back. The
deal you see is not one where an investor ever in
reality wants or necessarily can provide the up
front cash to do the deal. The investor motivation is
simply to avoid a looming tax bill and an investor
will do so by choosing the lesser evil of paying a
lower amount as a pure kick back for the service.
So such deals while a source of free cash that obvi-
ously subsidize a films budget  are not and never
were in pure essence a direct tax subsidy granted
by any of the nations involved. What has to be
remembered is that the deals mentioned are not
what most governments ever intended by such tax
break legislation. The deals mentioned are market
driven distortions that negate the underlying pur-
pose of the laws designed to encourage risk capital
of investors into the business of film. The extent to
which deals play on the form but do not meet the
reality of this purpose is in direct proportion to the
time they remain politically acceptable tax breaks.
To date New Zealand, United Kingdom and
Australian government efforts to close loopholes
allowing abuses of the arrangements designed to
foster true film investment has been ongoing and
increasingly vigilant. Indeed the latest trend can be
seen by the law changes in Iceland and Australia
who have moved to legislative schemes favoring
direct payment by the governments involved to
film makers by way of real tax subsidy incentive
programs of the ilk described in 1-3 above as an
answer to such issues. Many of the programs
require detailed compliance with intricate tax laws
as well as often delicate compliance with intra
national cultural requirements that require the film
maker to comply with many activity and status
based requirements. In result such programs
whether intra nationally or via co production deals
exclude many films and are not viable for many US
market targeted projects. In essence these are net
deals where investors in return for tax deferrals
obtain in essence interest free loans in return for
sharing a set percentage of their tax savings with
productions using contributions to offset produc-

tion cost. Such deals require taxpayer related
investments and require complex time sensitive
arrangements to unlock such funds. In many case
they are not available for many productions due to
the inability to comply with intra national qualifi-
cation criteria. Tax shelters are a money source but
a highly complex one- one requiring the catch-
twenty two of having almost all of the money
upfront to start for use as a guarantee back to
investors for their involvement. 

5. PRODUCTION/ DISTRIBUTION
TAX CREDIT PROGRAMS

These programs also by popular description
are referred to as tax subsidy arrangements
but in truth while closer in form to a pure

subsidy they often may fall foul of many of the
problems of tax shelters. The best examples are the
PSTC and FTC tax credit programs available in
Canada. The actuality of the tax credit programs is
that in trade off of domicile for tax purposes along
with copyright ownership that productions are
entitled to tax credits subject to compliance with
complex qualification criteria. These credits many
think of as being identical to tax subsidy programs
but in essence they are not. The hook is often in the
fine print in that yes you may get the credit in cash
but-and often it is a big but. It is a tax credit which
must be first used to defray other on shore tax lia-
bilities incurred as a consequence of legal domi-
cile of the production in the that jurisdiction. 
Dependent on the nation it is possible to negate on
shore tax\liability and to unlock post the produc-
tion in the next year the tax credit getting it back
in cash. In such situations the result is nearer to a
pure subsidy but it still not the same as a no strings
payment regardless of requirements of legal domi-
cile or tax status. Today after being burned by the
Hollywood glam machine in the past governments
often fire wall such tax credits.

Many programs require if tax credits are not
used to offset local taxes that are not
payable in cash but be used only as carry

forwards. This inevitably as one would suspect may
lead to a plethora of deals with local tax payers sim-
ilar to the tax shelter maze weave to walk a com-
mercial path that unlocks the credit early. Each new
spin in such a game as seen in past changes in the
laws in Canada leads to ever more refined and com-
plex deal making. Deal making always potentially
subject to post contractual attack by legislative or
administrative change. Today many programs have
higher and higher degrees of in built administrative
discretion making the process of compliance not
only involved but also some what uncertain.  In
form as well as substance much of mooted legal
action by Hollywood unions designed to attack such
incentives on the grounds of unfairness is ill found-
ed. Such actions could lie against direct payment
subsidy programs but not against tax credit pro-
grams that form part of the overall resident income
tax code. The ability to amount such claims now
being under cut further due to the tax credit type
programs introduced in US States itself as seen in
Louisiana.
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In Four days can the Messiah in the field of
storytelling in the creative process of the
STORY perform a miracle to convert the

French-European audience of students and profes-
sionals to the rebirth of the golden European age
of writing, and raise once again the golden era  of
the European authors?...Dare the readers of this
non-conformist magazine venture to be introduced
to the ‘teaching’ of  Robert McKee and are they
open-minded with inquiring minds to avoid the
Road to Perdition. Robert McKee is without ques-
tion the foremost  authority, and respected screen-
writing lecturer in the world today. Over the past
15 years  Robert McKee’s Story Seminar has been
the “world’s ultimate writing class” for a multitude
of screenwriters, filmmakers, TV writers, novel-
ists, industry executives, actors, producers, direc-
tors and playwrights. He has developed and estab-
lished a universal methodology of the art form of
screenwriting. Using examples from over 100
films, Robert McKee demonstrates that structure
and design are about form and principles, that
structure is not plot, rigid rules, formulas or
“Hollywood” movies.  Mc Kee quotes include
“Story is what elevates a movie, transforming a
good film into a great one” - “The screenwriter is
the only original artist on a film’”. “I won’t answer
a question that starts with a “Should I” or Could I”.
Everything is possible as long as it is justified”
“Show don’t tell! - Bring silence to the mind”
“Convert exposition to ammunition” “If you can
go wide you can go deep”.... McKee’s seminars
propounds that  the “story” and the “characters” is
actually a disseminated philosophical approach of
the human condition. The story essentially relies
on the characters, and the characters should have
conscious and unconscious desires to be rich and
deep, resulting in the manner in which you experi-

ence the creation of a character, you cannot ignore
that as an author you are a character too in a story
you try to develop facing the gap between your
expectations and reality. The essence of the semi-
nars is that McKee through the “STORY” method-
ology, elevate and challenge an understatement,
the main question of “to be or not to be” and the
difficulty of choice and becoming.  He emphasis’s
“Give the audience what it wants but not the way
it expects. - Character must act under pressure as
to reveal their true nature as to show the shifting
with their characterization. - You must love your
characters - Realize that you’re preparing the role
for an actor - Leave rooms for the actor... - We cre-
ate stories with the gap between expectations and
results - When a gap opens for the protagonist, a
gap opens for the audience. - Design the cast as a
network of polarized relationships as to maximise
opportunities of conflicts. - Difference for the sake
of difference is not an achievement, it’s not origi-
nality - The difference between a good film and no
film?  The Author - The difference between a good
film and a great film?  The Director 
Can McKee be shrouded in the concept of hagiog-
raphy... Experience this “insightful” and “innova-
tive approach” to screenwriting that his  seminars
follow and you might agree Its easy to understand
why great “characters” like John Cleese, or artist
such as Quincy Jones or Griffin Dunne have  expe-
rienced this “phenomena” three times. In the
English speaking world, and other worlds like
China, dramaturgy and Art form are taught and
studied. In France, waves of a collective  introvert-
ed mind storm have drown the creative art form.
The Paris seminar, organized  since the inception
by Jean-Pierre Fougea, a specialized publisher in
the Cinema field (Dixit éditions), was, as usual,
boycotted by some of the France’s cinematograph-

ic schools and institutions. However, he   continues
to struggle to organize the Paris Halting-place of
“Story”, to give the opportunity to this rebellious
audience of writers the tools “to learn to draw”. 

France, as always, does not conform to the
common touch ....Sometimes it is for the
best, sometimes it is for the worst... Hence,

Semiology, neo feminism, neo Marxism have lead
French “intelligentsia” and the privileged strata of
society to depend on the intellect, not the emotion,
where the explanation of art over the work of art,
is lost in the labyrinth of pseudo intellect. This
spell started in the 60’s and  the  politics of the cin-
ema today still hides behind this cynicism and crit-
icism. The intellectuals have taken the place of the
Artists as Plato predicted and as the great French
architect Viollet-le-Duc said in the middle of the
XIXth century “they degrade art to inflate them-
selves”. The Cinema has dominated the culture in
XXth century like the Opera and Novel did in the
XIXth. Will the Cinema stand as the first creative
art form of the XXIth century? The stake is not
only European but global, Robert McKee  com-
mented “if it continues with empty trivial stories,
Cinema will become as important as Ballet”
Everyone working in the “dream industry” are
encouraged to learn the creative art form to encode
and to decode the story to check, and check again
than it works! If we want the cinema to conserve
that ability to seduce and conquer an audience, we
must master the creative art form process or one
day in this magazine we will deal with The
Business Of... Ballet? 
Seminars N.Y., Mar 7-9, 2003:L.A., Mar 14-16, 2003:London, May
2003  STORY by Robert McKee @ www.mckeestory.com 
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A RUSH OF INSIGHT - to become an author-ity

The Business of Film’s French correspondent Olivier Krasker Rosen reports on the Robert Mckee Story Seminar held in Paris, and the reluctance of
the of the French film industry to embrace the substance of the STORY, and the international film industry’s reluctance to come to terms with the

reality that ‘Cinema’ has essentially lost its hold on the worldwide audience.
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J A N U A R Y
DECEMBER 20 - JANUARY 19, 2003
Gross figures are in US$

*total number of weeks on release is in parentheses

1.   The Two Towers 78,311,314 5 501/502/513/496 27,373/18,430/11,686/7,839

2.   The Chamber Of Secrets 13,689,983 5(10) 519/444/397/377 3,597/4,131/2,529/2,131

3.   Die Another Day 12,434,061 5(9) 467/415/335/275 3,975/4,219/3,073/2,309

4.   Gangs Of New York 9,493,419 2 385/385  10,952/7,150

5.   Sweet Home Alabama 8,306,833 5 337/327/307/270 3,606/4,291/2,733/1,523

6.   8 Mile   7,185,006 1 423 16,986

7.   Nemesis 6 6,749,146 3 426/424/296  7,365/3,066/2,363

8.   Chicago 3,881,202 3 1/1/276   131,913/108,368/11,629

9.   The Tuxedo  3,528,806 2 258/262 6,733/4,746

10. City Of God  1,945,312 2 76/77/64   6,477/5,732/5,720

LONDON BOX OFFICE ANALYSIS

The chart shows the grosses, number of screens and screen averages of the top films on release in the UK in the period Dec 20 to Jan 19. By showing the per screen

average over the course of its run, the chart shows, for example, that City Of God was taking more per screen on fewer screens than Sweet Home Alabama or that

The Two Towers had a higher screen average after five weeks of release than The Tuxedo after two.

WEEKS IN SCREENS OVER PER SCREEN
FILM TOTAL GROSS SURVEY* MONTH ON RELEASE AVERAGE OVER MONTH

Monitor

J A N U A R Y

Gangs Of New York
On release in the UK


